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Dear Members and Well-wishers,

You will kindly remember a concluding line 
in my last Monthly Desk (March, 2020) which 
mentioned “A number of academic programmes 
are already scheduled to be organized during 
the month of March, 2020.” When I pen down 
my note for the Desk of April, 2020, the whole of 
our country has been subjected to a condition 
of initial LOCKDOWN for a couple of weeks 
(March25-April 14, 2020), if not further extended 
for any unforeseen development. I need not 
emphasise on the criticalities one is passing 
through this difficult phase but for the very very 
unique, grave and global phenomenal crisis 
that the present generations of the existing 
populations of the World are undergoing, 
perhaps as the unparallel experience during 
their life time.

The Council of the Society has already 
announced about the postponement of all 
the academic programmes until further order 
including other activities such as Monthly 
General Meeting of April, 2020 and all committee 
meetings because of the prevailing situation in 
the Country as safety measures following the 
instructions of the Govt. of India as well as of 
the State Govt. from time to time. The Election 
Committee constituted for the purpose of 
holding biennial election of the Office-bearers 
and Members of the Council of the Asiatic 
Society for 2020-22 has also announced the 
postponement of the election process through 
news papers and Society’s Website. We are not 
sure at the moment whether we will be able to 
hold the 237th Annual General Meeting and 
Award Giving Ceremony scheduled on 4th of 
May, 2020 observing all necessary formalities. 
However, we will communicate to our members 

From the Desk of the General Secretary

on this event at a later date. 
Friends, like all of you, we were virtually 

dumb-founded as to the continuation of our 
committed academic programmes and other 
routine activities in the immediate future. In the 
meanwhile, some of us have put their minds 
together to at least give a try to bring out 
Monthly Bulletin of April, 2020 on line. Some 
academic and other relevant inputs may be 
collected and collated on the very burning topic 
that has gripped us all over in various ways and 
magnitude. This is, as you can easily guess, COVID 
19(Corona Virus Disease 2019). This is not the first 
time that the human populations of the World 
have faced such onslaught arising out of the 
destructive nature of a contagious virus of special 
kind, so far unknown and probably not fully 
researched. Human civilizations all around have 
already experienced some rare and extremely 
critical outbreaks caused by the ferocity of deadly 
virus and its aftermaths since long.

Even a cursory glance would reveal that 
only during the last two or three centuries the 
world populations of all diversities –ecology, 
economy, polity and emerging bio-technology 
had suffered seriously on account of the sudden 
attack emanating from the outbreak of Plague, 
Smallpox, Cholera, Typhus, Flu (Spanish and 
Asian), Influenza, Polio, Tuberculosis, AIDS, and so 
on, finally culminating into the latest explosion 
i.e. COVID-19, which had taken thousands and 
lakhs of lives from almost all geographical 
locations cartographed on the world atlas. The 
Corona Virus -2019 has jerked the globe across 
all latitudinal and longitudinal divides. This has 
pushed the people face to face levelling down 
the usually cognized socioeconomic hierarchies 
to confront, combat and finally to get out of the 
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deadly microbial attack so suddenly and silently 
penetrated into the large number of human 
bodies. 

In our case, we have experienced perhaps 
for the first time in life such unusual situations 
like total curfew, lockdown, physical (or social) 
distancing, isolation, quarantine and so on. 
Observance of protective practices including 
personal hygiene and healthcare measures have 
become a must-do precondition in this context. 
This extraordinary situation has also provided 
us with an opportunity to relook into many 
finer nuances embedded in such problematic 
spectrum. We have felt inclined to know the 
distinction between epidemic and pandemic, 
quarantine and isolation, SARS ( Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome) and Corona virus, 
respirator and ventilator, the impact in epicentre 
and pericentre and so on and so forth. Public 
awareness has become a real national concern 
in a big way for fighting out such emergent 
killer disease. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) declared on March 11, 2020 Corona virus 
outbreak as pandemic ( a disease prevalent over a 
whole country or the world)due to global spread 
and magnitude and virulence of the disease. 

As far as the Asiatic Society, Kolkata, its 
members and staff members are concerned, 
we can modestly claim that we have taken all 
possible steps in creating general awareness, 
continuing with all  possible preventive 
measures to contain the possibilities of its 
negative impact on them so far. It has been 
appreciated, on record, by the Hon’ble Secretary, 
Ministry of Culture, Govt of India, during his 
video conference with different organizations 
under the said Ministry on 19.03.2020. We 
have also taken care within these constraints 
of lockdown to activate the air-conditioning 
machines in the Museum section to protect 
our invaluable treasures of manuscripts with 
the help of security staff who remained on duty 
during this trying time.

We sincerely hope to t ide over this 
unimaginable fatal phenomenon collectively 
with all others hopefully at an early date. We also 
look forward to come back to our committed 
academic programmes and various other 
activities in full strength with the active co-
operation from our members, staff members and 
well-wishers. Till such time please take individual 
and collective care and stay safe. 
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COVID-19 virus is a new (novel) coronavirus 
and was originated by December, 2019, the 
spread of which at present has been totally 
accelerated from human to human transmission. 
The first incidence of such infection has been 
reported unofficially in Wuhan, China on 17 
November, 2019 and later on this infection by 
COVID-19 virus was confirmed by the World 
Health Organization ( WHO ) on 8 December, 2019.

The disease COVID-19 quickly went on 
spreading from one country to another and at 
least 208 countries have been affected globally 
so far. As a result WHO declared it as Pandemic 
on 11 March, 2020 and called the disease as 
COVID-19 in February, 2020 ( CO=corona, VI=virus, 
D=disease and 19=2019 the year in which the 
outbreak started ) and the full name of this virus is 
given as SARS-CoV-2 i.e. Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome Coronavirus 2 ).

Earlier in 2003-04, outbreak of another type 
of coronavirus occurred globally. It was known as 
SARS-CoV-1. Then came the MERS-CoV i.e. Middle 
East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus in 2012, 
still to be existing.

But this new or novel coronavirus is somewhat 
aggressive in nature in comparison with the 
previous ones. COVID-19 is highly infectious in 
nature and transmitted from human to human 
by the droplets during coughing, sneezing and 
talking while people come in close contact 
amongst themselves at least within 1 to 3 meters. 

It is to be noted that this virus can survive on 
an inert object like paper, cardboard for 24 hours 
and on plastics or stainless steel for 72 hours.

Infection by COVID-19 virus produces similar 
symptoms like other Flu-diseases including 
dry cough, fever, sneezing, runny nose, fatigue, 
breathing difficulties and nausea, vomiting, 
diarrhea to some extent. 

COVID-19 patients actually die from multi-
organ failure in a state of progressive pneumonia 
although death rate in COVID-19 is not so high.

What is an incubation period of this disease? 
This is the period between exposure to a 

pathogenic organism and the appearance of the 
symptoms. In case of COVID-19, the incubation 
period is ranging from 2 to 14 days, on an average 
it is mostly from 5 to 6 days.

Diagnosis of COVID-19 is done by swab test 
known as reverse transcription polymerase 
chain reaction. The test is done by taking 
nasopharyngeal swab and result is usually 
obtained within a few hours to 2 days. Now the 
Indian Council of Medical Research ( ICMR ) has 
recently released an interim advisory for use of 
rapid antibody test for COVID-19.

As there is no specific treatment for COVID-19, 
the prevention is the only way to fight against the 
disease process. These are as follows :-
1.  To wear a face-mask
2. To cover coughs and sneezes with tissues or 

inner elbow
3. To wash hands off and on with soap and 

water for 20 seconds. Do not touch your 
mouth, nose or eye before washing your 
hands.

4. Or you can use an alcohol-based sanitiser 
with at least 60% of alcohol.

5. Take lot of water and balanced diet including 
Vit C containing foods.

 Please remember :-

1. To keep social or physical distancing from 
other people ( as in lockdown )

2. Do not assemble or take part in any social 
gathering, rather discourage it.

3. Any of the symptoms as stated above, 
if found to exist, do contact your house 
physician or hospital/ clinic recommended 
by the government

4. Keep close vigil to the children, aged 
persons, people suffering from hypertension, 
diabetes, kidney disease, lung disease, cancer 
etc. because they are more prone to getting 
the infections easily.

5. Please abide by the advice as per scheduled 
by the WHO.

The Pandemic COVID-19
Dr Sankar Kumar Nath, Consultant Oncologist & 
Member of the Academic Committee of the Asiatic Society
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Coronavirus Disease 2019: An Overview and 
Update
Dr. Agnibha Maiti, Assistant Professor, Dept of Medicine, I.P.G.M.E & R, SSKM Hospital
Prof. Anup Kr Bhattacharya, Dept of Medicine, Agartala Govt Medical College, Tripura

Introduction

Novel Corona-virus(Covid-19) pandemic is 
one of the biggest threat to the mankind and 
society today. There are several lakhs of Covid-19 
confirmed diagnosed patients worldwide 
including India and several thousands have died 
till date. Covid-19 was first reported in December 
2019 in Wuhan city of China. Till then it has spread 
across the world and significantly impacted the 
community health. Covid-19 is the infectious 
disease caused by the most recently discovered 
corona-virus. 

Epidemiology

Corona viruses are a large family of viruses 
which may cause illness in animals or humans. 
In humans several corona viruses are known 
to cause respiratory infections ranging from 
common cold to severe disease such as middle 
east respiratory syndrome(MERS) and severe 
acute respiratory syndrome(SARS). The most 
recently discovered corona virus is causing 
covid-19. The virus that causes Covid-19 and the 
one that caused the outbreak SARS in 2003 are 
related to each other genetically. But the diseases 
they cause are quite different. SARS was most 
deadly but less infectious than Covid-19. There 
have been no outbreaks of SARS anywhere in the 
world since 2003. Understanding the transmission 
risk is incomplete. Person to person spread is 
thought to occur mainly via respiratory droplets. 
Virus released in the respiratory secretion when 
a person with infection coughs, sneezes or talks 
and can infect another person if it makes direct 
contact with the mucous membrane. Infection 

can also occur if a person touches an infected 
surface and then touches his/her eyes, nose or 
mouth. Droplets typically dont travel more than 
6 feet.

 Clinical Features

The incubation period of Covid-19 is thought 
to be within 14 days following exposure with 
most cases occurring approximately 4-5 days after 
exposure. The spectrum of symptomatic infection 
ranges from mild to critical. Most infections are 
not severe. The most common clinical features 
are fever, dry cough, tiredness. Some patients 
may have headache, bodyache, nasal congestion, 
anosmia, sore throat or diarrhoea. This symptoms 
are usually mild and begin gradually. Some 
people become infected but don’t develop any 
symptoms and don’t feel unwell. Most people 
recover from the disease without needing special 
treatment. Severe disease (eg. with dyspnea, 
hypoxia, or >50 percent lung involvement on 
imaging within 24 to 48 hours) was reported in 
14 percent. Critical disease (eg. with respiratory 
failure, shock, or multiorgan dysfunction) was 
reported in 5 percent. The overall case fatality 
rate is 2.5 to 5%. Older age group and patients 
who have other co-morbidities like diabetes, 
hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease are more prone to infection and has a 
high case fatality rate.

Evaluation and Diagnosis

In patients with Covid-19 infection White Blood 
Cell count can vary. Leucopenia, leucocytosis, 
and lymphopenia have been reported. Elevated 
lactate dehydrogenase, ferritin, pro-calcitonin 
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and elevated amino transferase level has also 
been described. Chest C.T. in patient with 
covid-19 most commonly demonstrate ground 
glass opacification with or without consolidative 
abnormalities consistent with viral pneumonia. 
Patients who meet the criteria for suspected cases 
should undergo collection of naso-pharyngeal or 
oro-pharyngeal swab and detection of SARS-
COV2 RNA by reverse transcription polymerase 
chain reaction. Covid-19 rapid test qualitatively 
detects IgG and IgM antibodies to SARS-COV-2 in 
human whole blood, serum and plasma samples 
by immuno chromatography.

Management

At the moment the therapeutic strategies 
to deal the infection are only supportive and 
prevention end at reducing transmission in 
the community is our best weapon. Home 
management is appropriate for patients with mild 
infections who can be adequately isolated in the 
outpatient setting. Home isolation are needed 
for > 72 hrs afebrile or 7 days after symptom 
onset whichever is longer or two negative 
samples 24 hours apart. Moderate to severe cases 
should be admitted and treated with oxygen 
supplementation, anti-pyretics, anti-tussive, 
antibiotics as indicated. Hydroxychloroquine 
may be considered in some cases. For prevention 
of Covid-19 Hydroxychloroquine is the drug of 
choice as of now. Asymptomatic health care 
workers and asymptomatic household contact of 
laboratory confirmed cases should take 400mg 
twice a day on day 1, followed by 400mg once 
weekly for next 7weeks; to be taken with meals.

Important Steps For Preventing Transmis-
sion in the Community

•	 Diligent	hand	washing,	 particularly	 after	
touching surfaces in public. Use of hand 
sanitizer that contains at least 60 per cent 
alcohol is a reasonable alternative if the 
hands are not visibly dirty.

•	 Respiratory	hygiene(	eg.	Covering	the	cough	
or sneeze).

•	 Use	triple	 layer	disposable	surgical	mask	 if	
you have any respiratory symptoms.

•	 Avoiding	 crowds	 (particularly	 in	 poorly	
ventilated spaces) if possible and avoiding 
close contact with ill individuals. Also try to 
maintain a safe distance of 1 metres.

•	 Avoid	handshakes,	hugs	and	kisses.
•	 Avoid	non-essential	travels/gatherings.
•	 Avoid	holding	on	railings	of	steps.
•	 May	use	pens	for	switching	on	lights	in	com-

mon areas, lift buttons.
•	 At	hospitals,	avoid	keeping	patients	files	on	

bed.
•	 Use	gloves.	Cleaning	and	disinfecting	objects	

and surfaces that are frequently touched.
•	 Used	mask	and	other	personal	protective	

equipment should be considered as a po-
tentially infected material and it should be 
disposed separately in an infectious waste 
disposable bag. 

Conclusion

It is normal to feel sad, stressed, confused, 
scared or angry during a crisis, talking to people 
you trust can help. When staying at home 
maintain a healthy lifestyle- including proper 
diet, sleep, exercise and social contact with loved 
one. Don’t use smoking, alcohol or other drugs to 
deal with your emotion. If you feel overwhelmed 
talk to a health worker or counsellor.

Like any epidemic Corona cannot be 
prevented without social bonding or initiative. 
Social distancing excludes it. Therefore we must 
talk about physical distancing and social bonding 
(PDSB) instead of social distancing while fighting 
corona. The poor, under privileged, elderly can 
be supported by this social bonding. Health is a 
right and a social responsibility. Social distancing 
denies it but physical distancing and social 
bonding takes up that task.
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What is COVID-19? 

COVID-19 is a respiratory infection caused by 
a new strain of coronavirus. COVID-19 is the name 
given by the World Health Organization (WHO) 
on March 11, 2020   for the disease caused by 
the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2. It started in 
Wuhan, China in late 2019 and has since spread 
worldwide and been classified by the WHO as 
a global pandemic. 

COVID-19 is an acronym where ‘CO’ stands 
for corona, ‘VI’ for virus, ‘D’ for disease and ‘19’ 
for 2019. 

What is a coronavirus?

Coronaviruses are common human and 
animal viruses. They were first discovered in 
domestic poultry in the 1930s. In animals, 
coronaviruses cause a range of respiratory, 
gastrointestinal, liver, and neurologic diseases. 

The word “corona” is Latin for “crown.” A 
coronavirus is a type of virus that has crown-
like spikes around it. That’s why it has the word 
“corona” in it. 

Only seven coronaviruses are known to cause 
disease in humans. Four human coronaviruses 
cause symptoms of the “common cold.” Three 
human coronaviruses cause much more serious 
lung infections, also called pneumonia: SARS-
CoV in 2002 (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
or “SARS”), MERS-CoV in 2012 (Middle East 
Respiratory Syndrome or “MERS”), and SARS-
CoV-2 (the current pandemic know as COVID-19). 

What is a novel coronavirus?

A “novel” coronavirus means that it is a new 
type of coronavirus that has not been previously 
identified in humans. This means it is different 
from coronaviruses that cause the common cold, 
and those that caused SARS in 2002 and MERS in 
2012. Like, SARS and MERS, the novel coronavirus 
is a zoonotic disease which begins in animals and 
is transmitted from animals to people.

What are the symptoms of COVID-19? 

The symptoms of COVID 19 are similar to the 
flu or the common cold. These symptoms include 
fever, dry cough, tiredness and shortness of 
breath. In more severe cases, infection can cause 
pneumonia or breathing difficulties. Most people 
(about 80%) recover from the disease without 
needing special treatment.

More rarely, the disease can be serious and 
even fatal. Older people, and people with other 
medical conditions (such as asthma, diabetes, 
or heart disease), may be more vulnerable to 
becoming severely ill.

What is the treatment for COVID-19? 

There is no specific medicine to treat 
coronavirus disease (COVID-19). There is also 
no currently available vaccine for COVID-19. 
However, many of the symptoms can be treated 
and getting early care from a health professional 
can make the disease less dangerous. In some 
cases, people may need supportive care to 

COVID 19 and Basic Principles for Maintaining A 
Healthy Workplace
Arupratan Bagchi, Administrative Officer, The Asiatic Society
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help them breathe. If an individual has mild 
symptoms, he/she should stay at home, take rest 
and sleep, drink plenty of liquids and use a room 
humidifier or take a hot shower to help ease a 
sore throat and cough.

How does COVID-19 spread? 

The virus is transmitted through direct 
contact with respiratory droplets of an infected 
person (generated through coughing and 
sneezing). Individuals can also be infected 
from and touching surfaces contaminated 
with the virus and touching their face (e.g., 
eyes, nose, mouth). The COVID-19 virus may 
survive on surfaces for several hours, but simple 
disinfectants can kill it. 

How can the spread of COVID-19 be pre-
vented? 

The key is not  to  stop the disease, but  to 
slow down its spread. As with other respiratory 
infections like the flu or the common cold, public 
health measures are critical to slow the spread 
of illnesses. Public health measures are everyday 
preventive actions that include: 

•	 washing hands frequently and carefully 
with soap and water

•	 avoid touching any part of the face 
•	 stop shaking hands and hugging people 

for now
•	 covering mouth and nose with flexed 

elbow or tissue when coughing or sneez-
ing. Dispose of used tissue immediately

•	 cleaning and disinfecting frequently 
touched surfaces and objects.

•	 Maintaining Social distancing or more 
specifically physical distancing and 

•	 staying home when sick. 

What are the basic principles for maintain-
ing a healthy workplace?

Following basic principles can help keep 
employees safe at workplace and help stop the 
spread of this disease: 

•	 The office should ensure proper clean-
ing and frequent sanitization at its every 

places. Arrangement should be made 
to clean and disinfect office premises, 
workrooms, kitchens and dining facili-
ties, and especially water and sanitation 
facilities at least once a day, particularly 
surfaces that are touched by many peo-
ple (railings, door and window handles, 
etc.) 

•	 The office should ensure regular supply 
of hand sanitizers, soap and running 
water in the washrooms. 

•	 It should enforce regular hand washing 
with safe water and soap, alcohol rub/
hand sanitizer. It should prepare and 
maintain hand washing stations with 
soap and water, and if possible, place 
alcohol- based hand sanitizers in each 
workroom, at entrances and exits, and 
near canteen and toilets.  

•	 The office should promote social dis-
tancing (limiting large groups of people 
coming together) 

•	 Entry to the workplace should be re-
stricted and all the employees and other 
essential visitors should be screened at 
the Entry point through IR thermom-
eter and provided with a drop of hand 
sanitizers. 

•	 Masks and Gloves should be provided 
to the Janitorial and Security staffs of 
the workplace.

•	 Employees feeling unwell should not 
come to the workplace. 

What are the essential steps for imple-
menting effective social distancing in 
workplace?

Social distancing is the practice of maintaining 
a greater than usual physical distance from 
other people or of avoiding direct contact with 
people or objects in public places during the 
outbreak of a contagious disease in order to 
minimize exposure and reduce the transmission 
of infection. 

Effective social distancing practices in 
workplace may include: 
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•	 The office should continue to work with 
minimum number of employees to meet 
emergency services and all remaining 
employees should work from home. 

•	 While making such arrangement, offi-
cials who are residing in close proximity 
to their office or use their own transport 
to travel to the offices should be consid-
ered for attending the office.

•	 The working hours for all employees 
who attend office on a particular day 
should be staggered.

•	 Wherever possible, meetings, work-
shops, seminars and other events that 
create crowded conditions should be 
cancelled/postponed.

•	 When possible, create space for employ-
ees’ desks to be at least one metre apart.

What are the key roles of Information 
Sharing among the employees?

All the employees should understand 

the basic information about coronavirus 
disease (COVID-19), including its symptoms, 
complications, how it is transmitted and how to 
prevent transmission. They should be informed 
about COVID-19 through reputable sources 
such as UNICEF, WHO and Ministry of Health 
and Family Welfare advisories. All the employees 
should be aware of fake information/myths that 
may circulate particularly through social media.

The Office should coordinate and follow 
guidelines from the WHO and Ministry of Health 
and Family Welfare. It should share known 
information with employees, provide them 
updated information on the disease situation, 
including prevention and control efforts at the 
workplace.

The world at present is dealing with a 
Pandemic and hope we all work together to fight 
it for a pink of health and wellness. 

Source: Various Advisories from WHO, UNICEF, 
and Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Govt of 

India 
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The nation wide lockdown is on the tenth 
day today. Even before it formally started, on 
22nd March, 2020 through a declaration by Prime 
Minister, Narendra Modi, there was a “Janta Curfew” 
for one day and a lockdown declared by the West 
Bengal Government. Programmes in the Asiatic 
Society stood cancelled at least one week before 
that. I was to participate in a two-day seminar jointly 
organised by the Asiatic Society and the Dibrugarh 
University to be held at Dibrugarh on 18,19 March, 
2020 for which I had purchased ticket also. But 
seeing that things have started worsening I did not 
take the risk of air travel and cancelled the trip. Later 
on I was informed that the programme itself has 
been “postponed” due to the very unusual situation.

So, since the middle of March, 2020 I am locked 
in my house. My friends and well-wishers are 
additionally worried for me since this virus has a 
particularly adverse impact on the aged people. 
Even my routine morning work which I have been 
diligently following since the last two decades has 
been stopped. Though the Government has allowed 
the essential services market to remain open and 
though a good number of people now unnecessarily 
flock to these places defying all norms of security, 
both for self and for others, I am not venturing out 
even for these purposes. My daughter, who is a 
medical practitioner who is going out to the hospital 
along with my son in law, who is also a doctor – and 
their risk exposure is causing additional tension for 
me – are sending all the necessities to my house so 
that I do not have to venture out. So, that is what my 
life is at the moment – solidarity, lonely and tension 
ridden. But am I that lonely? Am I really living alone? 
Am I ‘socially distanced’? More appropriate term in 
place of social distance would have been physical 
distancing. The fact is that I am in an interaction 
mood – though physically remaining separated 
from the larger society. That television is on, the web 

portals are on, the smart phone is active. Technology 
has enabled me to arrange collateral meetings all at 
a time with my extended family members living in 
different parts of the country and abroad. I can see 
live pictures of the deserted streets either California 
or London or Hambrook. Level of interaction has 
widened and deepened because everybody is at 
home and everyone has sufficient time at his hand 
to dispose of. A thing which was unthinkable at a 
time when life was normal and everybody was busy. 
For the first time home has really become ‘home’.

And, as it is normal to human beings, everybody 
is trying to adjust himself to the new situation 
which has not been experienced by anybody in 
his life time. The spectra of death is there–nobody 
knows who will be the next victims of this deadly 
virus. The news channel are now the messenger of 
death across the world. People are dying everyday 
in thousands. And yet, amidst this bloomy situation 
worldwide, people are inventing newer ways of 
networking, staying connected in an otherwise 
unconnected world. For the first time, family has 
become a worthy place to live in. Relatives and 
friends who couldn’t perhaps contact earlier 
because of business are now regularly keeping 
track of me. Facebook has now enabled many lost 
friends to reappear again. Films which I missed 
viewing earlier are now being enjoyed. Many books 
which I cherished earlier to read, are now being 
read through the net. Friends with whom I remain 
disconnected because of misunderstanding, have 
come forward and renewed the bond of friendship 
once again. In other words life has got a new 
meaning, a new set of priorities, a new type of social 
bonding in an ‘unconnected world’. I have come to 
learn that physical distance has not the barrier to 
remove social distance. Now when I am used to it, 
‘lockdown’ doesn’t appear to me is deadly as it was 
during the initial period.

Staying Connected in An Unconnected World 

Swapan Kumar Pramanick, Vice-President, The Asiatic Society
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My Days in Isolation : A Few Reflections 
Tapati Mukherjee, Library Secretary, The Asiatic Society 

At a crucial juncture when 
the entire world is grappling to 
combat Covid 19 virus caused 
pandemic - a monster thrust 
upon mankind challenging our 
basic survival, we were put into 
nationwide lockdown for 21 
days - a crucial but inevitable 
decision to save us from total 
disaster and peril. Most of us are 
baffled and rushed to shops and 
markets to procure food items, 
medicines and whichever is 
available. The aged and infirm 
were in more distress as they 
had to depend upon others. 

It is a fact that this concept 
of isolation or quarantine is 
quite familiar in our Indian 
concept as is evinced in the 
recommendation for isolation 
in case of contagious diseases 
l ike  smal lpox to  prevent 
fur ther contamination.  In 
Indian literature also, there are 
instances of this quarantine 
phase. One is reminded of Amal 
in Tagore's drama The Post 
Office (Dakghar),who has been 
put into home quarantine as 
a remedy for his unexplained 
disease. 

But the present lockdown 
is a bit different. For the first 
time in post -independence 
India, the entire milieu has been 
advised to stay at home to be 
safe and "social distancing" 
has been publicized as the 

only remedy to combat this 
menace. Any violation of this 
decree is considered as a 
culpable offence. 

At first we felt 
e x a s p e r a t e d  a n d 
frustrated for being 
locked up within the 
four walls of out homes. 
But as the days passed, certain 
solace and hitherto unexplored 
feelings slowly and gradually 
emerged. For the first time, 
we could presumably realise 
the silent contribution of our 
household staff who used to 
assist us in our daily core, but 
seldom offered due weightage. 
Now their absence due to this 
lockdown has forced us to 
realise and appreciate their role 
in our daily life. 

Against a backdrop when 
migrant workers had to walk 
miles after miles to reach home, 
we are indeed delighted to 
find that students and staff of 
various universities in Bengal 
are organising community 
kitchen in the universities to 
feed the underprivileged. As a 
teacher,I feel proud to find ex 
-students of a reputed school 
reaching out to their former 
teachers with a zeal to supply 
essentials and medicines. 
Equally remarkable is the 
illustration set by the police 
officers at Gariahat junction 

who took upon themselves 
the cudgel of making people 
aware of the Corona threat by 
music and song -an unheard 
of experience. In this hour of 
crisis, we express our sincerest 
gratitude to our doctors and 
medical staff who are staking 
their lives to make us corona-
free. 

This lockdown has another 
significant aspect. There may be 
physical distancing,but mentally 
a new sense of togetherness has 
emerged. I received phone 
calls,messages from my friends 
and relatives who were left 
into oblivion for quite a long 
stretch of time presumably 
due to our busy schedule. This 
sudden forced isolation has 
revived our lost relationship. 
Our humane face has once 
again been resurrected like the 
pollution free environment. 

Our isolation may be aimed 
to eradicate a virus, but at the 
same time it promotes solidarity 
and self-introspection. 

So let us endure our isolation 
in a good spirit. 
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For reasons more than one, the short period 
from November 2019 to April 2020 (the last six 
months in other words) in the long recorded 
history of the mankind in the last 10,000 years 
seems to mark an extraordinary phase, the 
full nature of which is still unknown to us. It is 
extraordinary because the specter of a virus 
located sometime in November 2019 in the 
country of its origin (China) spreading over more 
than 200 countries of the world, and the rapidity 
of the scale of its havoc only partly visible in 
April 2020. It is also extraordinary because of 
its medical, social, economic, political and even 
cultural dimensions, the long range of which is 
still to be fully comprehended by the mankind. 
It will be quite in order, therefore, to look into 
the history of this virus, scientifically identified 
as Covid-19, a brief re-visit of its causation and 
course, along with its comparison with some of 
its nearest historical parallels such as the Great 
Spanish Flu of 1918-20, and of course the long 
repercussions of the short period for the world 
beyond 2020, to the extent it is possible to 
visualize at present.

It is quite understandable that there are 
hurdles even for the construction of the rudiments 
of a brief history of what is popularly known as 
Corona virus at this stage. Our knowledge is 
limited about its origin, evidence scanty and 
sporadic, and because of the frequent mutations 
of the virus, the history of its past partly lies in the 
exposure of its nature in future. However, there is 
no denying the fact that the most unique feature 
of Covid-19, where co stands for Corona, vi stands 
for virus, and 19 stands for 31 December 2019 
when the detection of the virus was officially 
announced by the World Health Organization 

(WHO). The naming followed the WHO’s declared 
policy of not identifying any virus with a locality, 
region or country.

But there is a history even before the official 
announcement of Covid-19. The earliest reported 
infection has been unofficially reported to 
have occurred on 17 November 2019 in  the 
city of Wuhan, the capital of Hubei province in 
China. It has been identified as an  infectious 
disease  caused by Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome (SARS) of 2002 but now mutated 
and extended as Corona virus 2  (SARS-CoV-2) 
The virus is thought to be natural and have an 
animal origin,  through spillover infection. The 
origin is unknown but by December 2019 the 
spread of infection was almost entirely driven 
by human-to-human transmission.. A study 
of the first 41 cases of confirmed COVID-19, 
published in January 2020 in  The Lancet, 
revealed the earliest date of onset of symptoms 
as 1  December 2019.  Official publications 
from the WHO reported the earliest onset of 
symptoms as 8 December 2019. Covid-19 began 
to spread beyond China with great rapidity with 
the new year of 2020, in various countries of the 
World, first in Europe, then in the USA and in 
countries of Asia, Africa and Australia, so much 
so that the WHO declared the 2019–20 Corona 
virus outbreak  a Public Health Emergency of 
International Concern  (PHEIC)  on 30 January 
2020, and a Pandemic  at a global scale on 11 
March 2020. 

Several things are apparent from this 
narrative of causation and course of Covid-19. 
First, Corona viruses are a large family of zoonotic 
viruses that cause illness ranging from the 
common cold to severe respiratory diseases. 

Future of the Past: A Short History of COVID-19 
and the World Beyond 2020
Arun Bandopadhyay 
Historical and Archaeological Secretary, The Asiatic Society
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Zoonotic means these viruses are able to be 
transmitted from animals to humans. There are 
several corona viruses known to be circulating 
in different animal populations that have not yet 
infected humans in recorded history. COVID-19 
is the most recent to make the jump to human 
infection. Is it because of a larger environmental 
imbalance between man, animals and natural 
habitats? We do not know. We also do not know if 
several other corona viruses are coming to affect 
human populations in future

Second, corona viruses are typical examples 
of mutation and change unthinkable by human 
intellect beforehand. It is precisely because of 
this that most scientists have considered the 
Covid-19 outbreak not as human contrivance 
but as result of natural mutation, developments 
impossible to produce in laboratory tests. There 
is no extant vaccination of Covid-19 so far, and 
by all reasonable calculation, we have to wait 
till 2021 to have something like that. However, 
we do not know if and when Corona will again 
mutate its nature, posing further difficulties for 
the mankind.

Third, the outbreak of Covid-19 at the 
unprecedented global scale raises further 
questions on its management. Should it be 
confined on the control and containment in the 
realm of virology only or extended to the control 
and projection of society, economy and politics? 
The problem is further deepened because 
there is no extant medicinal cure of it, and most 
available methods are preventive ones, whatever 
may be their efficacy. Hence come the questions 
of quarantine, isolation, test and treatment with 
far-flung problems of their management. Some 
of these preventive methods are lockdowns, 
partial or total, for a short or longer periods, 
making forced physical and social distance, but 
all having definitive impact on the state and 
conditions of society, economy and politics. 
There is a plausible dichotomy in the entire 
effort with its attendant problems, and there is 
no solution in sight.

Herein comes the crucial issue of searching 
historical parallels of this endemic in the past, 

aspiring for lessons from history. Admittedly, 
there is a viable argument in this, and following 
this we may go about 100 years back from 
Covid-19 to find a comparable case in the Great 
Spanish Flue of 1918-20. But, as argued by 
Robert Peckham, Covid-19 can lead to some 
“non-lessons from history” also. First of all, there 
are problems with analogical views of the past 
because they constrain our ability to grasp 
the complex place-and-time-specific variables 
that drive contemporary disease emergence. 
In his famous book Permanence and Change: 
An Anatomy of Purpose (1935, reprint 1984) 
Kenneth Burke, borrowed the term called 
“trained incapacity” from the late nineteenth 
century economist and sociologist Thorstein 
Veblen, a term further extended as “that state of 
affairs whereby one’s very abilities can function 
as blindnesses”. When the present is viewed 
through the lens of former disease outbreaks, 
we typically focus on similarities and overlook 
important differences. In other words, analogies 
create blind spots. As Burke commented, “a 
way of seeing is also a way of not seeing—a 
focus on object A involves a neglect of object 
B”. As Peckham elaborates it, “historians need 
to contest false analogies that obscure, rather 
than elucidate, the social processes partly driving 
new infections. They need to challenge efforts 
to corral and straitjacket the past into summary 
lessons. By contrast, espousing an anti-lessons 
approach to history might prevent trained 
incapacity” but can help “ensure a strategic open-
mindedness”.

Historical comparison with this perspective 
of “non-lesson from history” in mind may give 
us unexpected dividend when we re-visit the 
Great Spanish Flu of 1918-20 in 2020. The 
world in 1918 had witnessed a pandemic, 
which claimed the lives of 55 million people, 
5.5 million alone in the United States. The 
cause of  the deaths had been ascribed to a 
virus, which led to high fevers, congestion   
of the respiratory organs and eventually  a 
collapse of   the immunity  safeguards, which 
protected  human lives.   The morality  rates 
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were particularly  high in Western Europe 
and North America, though the cargo and 
passenger  traffic across the Atlantic was 
nowhere close to normal shipping figures. The 
spread of this disease  had remained unknown 
to the multitudes, possibly because the 
statesmen representing the victorious powers, 
preferred  to maintain a stoic silence, lest their 
post First World War ideas of international 
security, national interests and global balance, 
be lost in the hue and cry of a war tired hungry 
citizenry. But, then there was the other side of 
the story, which was revealed in the Annual 
Reports of the Rockefeller Foundation of 1918 
and 1920, when the doctors  attached to the 
International  Health Board, fully funded by 
the Rockefeller Foundation, spelled out some 
of the factors in brevity, which had led to large 
scale deaths, long periods of illness and near 
extinction of “primitive people” in regions 
located far off from the ‘civilized’ territories 
of the west. They argued, that people much 
derogatorily classified as “primitive’’ could ward 
off the imminent dangers of the epidemics, 
because they followed their own logic of 
quarantine, avoiding all possible contacts 
with the white men. But, the picture was a 
lot different in the advanced countries, which 
boasted of a better health care and medical 
institutions turning out medical graduates, 
well versed in western medical sciences. The 
reasons behind these, as upheld by the salaried 
medical doctors of   the International Health 
Board, which was undoubtedly the most   
important global health agency before the 
founding of the World Health Organization, was 
two-fold. In the first place, the governments in 
the West had made little contributions towards 
the progress of western medicine and the 
weakness was all the more palpable because of 
the near absence of private philanthropy. The 
more glaring lapse was  the lack of concern for 
many diseases, which were straight   forward 
classified as “tropical” and the sheer antipathy 
for public health, with the exception of 

Britain and Germany. The involvement of the 
International Health Board, therefore, became 
well marked in the spheres of public health 
and the eradication of epidemics. Secondly, 
the obvious reason behind this realization 
was the logic that health issues could not be 
overlooked, because it could pose the greatest 
hindrances to productivity and also had the 
ominous influence of razing the figures of 
the employable work force  to the ground 
level, leaving the doors open for anarchy and 
dislocation. These arguments seem to hold 
some ground, when the world is battered 
and bruised by the pandemic caused by the 
Corona virus. The lesson (or non-lesson in a 
different sense) to be learnt comes from the 
age long adage that keeping a large section of 
the global community away from the networks 
of social security and social entitlements, will 
only lead to more dislocations and make the 
world more fragile than what is ever imagined. 
Unlike Covid-19, the devastating cause-and-
effects of the Great Spanish Flu might not be 
immediately known to the world at large, but 
its implications were long-standing.

What are the consequences of Covid-19 for 
the world beyond 2020? It is a difficult question 
to answer at this moment of one of the most 
devastating events in the history of humanity. 
But two things are certain about its legacy. First, 
it is a remarkable departure in world history, in 
terms of medical, scientific, social, economic, 
political and cultural considerations. Probably, 
the world will not be the same again when we 
shall be able to tackle, in whatever form we 
can, the Covid-19. Secondly, the cause and 
consequence in the world beyond 2020 will be 
so inextricably mixed up that we are tempted 
to say that a significant part of the past now 
lies in the future. The long twentieth century 
probably has just ended in the true sense of 
the term, and the nature of the twenty-first 
century that followed with Covid-19 is still 
unknown and uncharted for many of us for 
more than one reason.
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The Plague of Athens, Michiel Sweerts, c. 1652–1654

The Plague of Athens was an epidemic that devastated the city-state of Athens in ancient 
Greece during the second year of the Peloponnesian War (430 BC) when an Athenian victory 
still seemed within reach. The plague killed an estimated 75,000 to 100,000 people and is 
believed to have entered Athens main city through Piraeus, the city's port and sole source of 
food and supplies. Much of the eastern Mediterranean also saw an outbreak of the disease, 
albeit with less impact. The plague had serious effects on Athens' society, resulting in a lack 
of adherence to laws and religious belief; in response laws became stricter, resulting in the 
punishment of non-citizens claiming to be Athenian. In addition, Pericles, the leader of Athens, 
died from the plague. The plague returned twice more, in 429 BC and in the winter of 427/426 
BC. Some 30 pathogens have been suggested as having caused the plague.

Courtesy: Wikipedia  

The Plague of Athens in Fifth Century BCE
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"I know positively... that each of us has the plague 
within him; no one, no one on earth is free from it."

Albert Camus, The Plague 

The plague is not only an epidemic that inflicts 
death amongst a large section of the population 
but also a devastation that completely disrupts 
the economic, social and moral fabric of a society. 
This is perhaps the reason why the pandemic of 
plague that occurred between 1347 and 1351, 
also known as the Black Death in Europe, was 
marked as a watershed in history. The pandemic 
shook the rubric of the hierarchical society of the 
Middle Ages as none of the privileged sections 
left untouched by the devastation and the general 
belief in their power and authorities met with 
steep challenges as they all were left completely 
helpless to counter the phenomenon called the 
plague. Even the known means of art of healing 
was proved to be wrong as the pandemic could 
hardly be prevented or cured by means of medical 
practices of the time. 

In this vacuum of knowledge to counter the 
plague, the pandemic was initially explained as a 
divine phenomenon where human beings were 
responsible only in aggravating the misfortune 
by committing their sins. Historian Norman Cohn 
has observed that with the outbreak of plague in 
western and central Europe, the poorer sections 
of the society turned to become flagellants 
performing self-flagellation for their committed 
sins to ward off the evil of plague in Germany 
and France.1 

But soon the divine root of the plague 
became too much to handle and the people 
and the communities that caused the wrath 
amongst the divinity were targeted as the 

1 Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium: 
Revolutionary Millenarians and Mystical Anarchists 
of the Middle Ages, 2nd edn (London, 1970), p.128. 

‘social enemies’. The Jewish community 
became an easy target for their non-Christian 
beliefs as well as for their association with the 
usury trade in an already dwindling economy. 
As Samual K. Cohn Jr observes, this period 
could be matched with the time of holocaust 
when hundreds and thousands of Jews were 
banished, brutally murdered or sanctioned 
to get killed by the civic authorities from the 
Flanders region in the west to the eastern 
parts of Bavaria in west-Central Europe 
on suspicion of poisoning wells and civic 
amenities with the miasma of plague.2 The 
mob violence against the Jews reached to 
such a height that the Pope Clement VI had 
to personally pacify them by mentioning 
that the Jews were also becoming victims of 
the epidemic as well as the Christians, which 
unfortunately hardly had any audiences.3

Not only the Jews, often the outsiders 
were also blamed for causing the plague. The 
plague outbreak in France coincided with 
the English invasion and the cotemporary 
French records singled out the English troops 
as causing and spreading the infection of 
plague.4 Thus the fighting motivation against 
England was further fanned by the zeal of 
avenging the bad omen of plague. 

 In the areas south of Alps however, the 
phenomenon of plague was often linked 
with the long-distance trade and particularly 
2  See Samuel K. Cohn Jr, ‘The Black Death and the 

Burning of the Jews’, Past and Present, No.196 
(August 2007) pp. 3-36. 

3  Ibid. 
4  Ilza Vieth, ‘Plague and Politics’, Bulletin of the 

History of Medicine, Vol. 28, No.5, Sept-Oct 1954, 
pp.408-415. 

Black Death: Whom to Blame?
Urvi Mukhopadhyay, Professor, Department of History, West Bengal State University
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to the trade items like textiles imported from 
the East. As the outbreak of the plague was 
first caused in the ports of Genoa and Venice 
when the ships from the East harbored 
there, it was believed that the evil of plague 
was actually travelled from the East along 
with the shipped items. Often the shipped 
textiles were quarantined before it could 
get sanctions to be sold in the markets.5 
This practice lasted for nearly another three 
hundred years and made it difficult for the 
textile traders to sell their imported items 
from the Orient without the official sanction. 

The myth of the origin of the plague in the 
East was also fanned by the early chronicle 
of the Black Death written by Gabriel d’ 
Mussi where he quoted a Flemish priest. 
then residing in India, who mentioned that 
a devastating plague struck India much 
before Europe when in a divine act the whole 
atmosphere was poisoned after serpents 
were showered from sky there.6 

Interestingly, contemporary records from 
India did not report any such divine phenom-
enon or any occurrence of bubonic plague in 
years preceding to 1347. The contemporary 
court chronicler Ziauddin Barani however 
noted down devastating famine during this 
time in northern and western India, but did 
not mention any major disruptions caused 
by bubonic plague. He however mentioned 
that there was an outbreak of epidemic in 
the southern region when Muhammad bin 
Tughlaq attacked the southern state of the 
Pandyas, but the symptomatic nature of the 
epidemic was not clearly mentioned.7 The 
5  Ibid. 
6 Gabriele de’ Mussis, “The Arrival of the Plague 

[Historia de Morbo]” in The Black Death, ed. 
Rosemary Horrox (Manchester, UK Manchester 
University Press, 1994), pp. 14-26.

7 Barani, Ziyauddin. “Tarikh-I Firoz Shahi”. The History 
of India: As Told by its Own Historians. Ed. Elliot, 
H.M. Vol. 3. New York: AMS Press, 1966. 93-255.

famous Moorish traveler Ibn Batuta, who was 
residing in India, also did not mention about 
any occurrence of plague in India. He however 
mentioned the devastation caused by the 
plague in Syria where he travelled much after 
India in his travelogue.8 Lakshmikanthan Anan-
davalli made an interesting observation when 
he noted that Batuta used the Arabic word 
taun to describe bubonic plague in Syria while 
he used the word waba for other epidemics, 
which both unfortunately, were translated to 
European languages as ‘plague’.9 He is of the 
opinion that this error in translation caused 
the wrong impression that plague actually 
occurred in India before Europe. Secondly, 
he also made us conscious about the geo-
graphical area which was mentioned as India 
in pre-modern European records. He pointed 
out that the word India was mentioned for the 
vast area between the so-called central Asia 
to China. So it is also possible that the plague 
broke out somewhere in this area, which may 
not be the land which we now understand 
as India.10 The bubonic plague with graphical 
details were first reported from India almost 
another three hundred years later, during the 
reign of Jahangir where the phenomenon was 
mentioned along with an interesting observa-
tion on death of the house-rats preceding the 
epidemic.11 

8 See Ibn-Battuta’s Itinerary in India, Ceylon and the 
Madive Islands.” In: Ross E. Dunn. The Adventures 
of Ibn Battuta. Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2005.

9 Lakshikanthan Anandavalli, ‘The Black Death in 
Medieval India: A Historical Mystery’, Tangents: 
The Journal of Liberal Arts Program at Stanford 
University, Vol.6, Summer 2007, pp.20-26. 

10  Ibid. 
11  See Jahangir, Tuzuk-i- Jahangiri, ed., Syed Ahmad, 

Sir Syed Academy, Aligarh Muslim University. 
Aligarh, 2007, p. 225, 226 and 259: Mu’tamid 
Khan, lqbalnama-i Jahangiri, cd., Maulvi Abdul Hai 
and Maulvi Ahmad Ali. Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
Collage Press. 1865, Calcutta, p. 11 4- 15
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Linking China as the source of the plague 
started when the pandemic was explained 
as a phenomenon that occurred along 
the trade route from the East. In the early 
eighteenth century when the first wide 
range historical work started in Europe, the 
researches often cited 
a Chinese Imperial 
E n c y c l o p e d i a  K u 
Chin Tu Shu Ch’eng 
which recorded that 
a series of unspecified 
“ p e s t i l e n c e s ” 
o c c u r r e d  f r o m 
224 B.C. in various 
regions of China. In 
1333, 1334 and 1337 
these were associated 
w i t h  n a t u r a l 
d isasters :  f loods, 
famines, droughts, 
e a r t h q u a k e s  a n d 
plagues of locusts.12 
However, the first mention of buboes along 
with plague-like symptoms were reported 
in China not before the mid seventeenth 
century in Chinese records.13 Writing in 
the mid eighteenth century, the Abbé de 
Guignes reiterated this view by quoting 
fourteenth century Arab historian Al’ Marqizi 
who said to have noted down that the 
disaster of the plague was first started in 
Cathey and was later transported to the 
western regions by the Tartars.14 This view 
actually gained popular support when the 
so-called third pandemic of 1855 could be 
traced back to the region of Yunnan in China. 

12  See John Norris, ‘East or West? The Geographic 
Origin of the Black Death’, Bulletin of the History 
of Medicine, Vol. 51, No. 1 (Spring 1977), pp 1-24. 

13  Ibid. 
14  Michael Walter Dols, The Black Death in the Middle 

East, Princeton University Press, 1977, pp. 33, 35. 

According to John Norris, the epide-
miological phenomenon of plague most 
probably occurred in the region bordering 
Europe, not in India, Central Asia or in the far 
east. He explains that the bacteria causing the 
bubonic plague must have been in zoonotic 

stage amongst the 
rodents in the vast 
grasslands of Eura-
sia. With the sud-
den burst of hu-
man movements 
by trade, agricul-
ture and the war-
fare between the 
tribes around the 
13th-14th century 
in the steppe re-
gion, the habitat 
of the rodents were 
disrupted and the 
microbes residing 
there came out of 

their zoonotic stage. But even there, the 
occurrence of plague was sporadic and in a 
sparsely populated area it never had a devas-
tating effect as it had when it was transported 
to more densely populated cities of Europe 
and the near East.15 The comparative impact 
of the phenomenon of the plague could be 
understood if we keep the historical percep-
tions about the plague in these regions side 
by side: while the western historical narra-
tives describe the black death as a watershed 
phenomenon, the indigenous narratives 
hardly refer to the occurrence of plague either 
Chinese or Indian sources. 

15  John Norris, ‘East or West? The Geographic 
Origin of the Black Death’, Bulletin of the History 
of Medicine, Vol. 51, No. 1 (Spring 1977), pp 1-24.
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C for Corona

Loosely people are talking of the coronavirus 
as responsible for the present situation. But truly 
speaking coronavirus is a common one. It is the 
second important virus which is responsible for 
our common cough and cold. The first important 
virus is the rhinovirus. It is the COVID 19 which is 
our contemporary concern. As a unique one, it 
has been identified as novel coronavirus.

E for Epidemic

Epidemic  means a widespread occurrence 
of an infectious disease in a community at a 
particular time and space. It refers to a sudden 
increase  in the  number of cases of a disease 
above what is normally expected. We can see a 
number of epidemics in history. Among those 
mention must be made of the Black Death of 
the fourteenth century. It was in the period 
between 1346 and 1348 the epidemic spread 
over Italy due to plague. Approximately twenty 
five million people died out of approximately 
eighty million total population of Europe. The 
custom of quarantine was started from that time. 

How did the germ originate then? Is there 
any definite answer? You would be astonished to 
know that like contemporary days the allegation 
was made against China. Sevket Pamuk, in his 
paper ‘The Black Death and the origins of the 
‘Great Divergence’ across Europe 1300-1600’ 
(European Review of Economic History, II, C.U.P, 
2007) opined that “It began to appear in China 
during 1330s and reached the Crimea in 1346. 
From the China, Pasteurella pestis and the plague 
took ship and travelled to Constantinople and 
Sicily in the year 1347, Egypt and Syria in 1348, 
and spread to the rest of Europe in the following 
years.”

I for India

Epidemics were important problem in the 
history of India also. In the 3rd International 
Sanitary Conference held in Constantinople 
in 1866, allegation was made against India for 
spreading the germ of cholera. There was a 
cholera epidemic in Europe in the previous year, 
i.e. 1865. The Sanitary Conference was organised 
to address the problem. The 1866 conference is 
also known as Cholera Conference. It was said that 
the pilgrimage and religious fairs in British India 
were responsible for the spread of the germ that 
caused cholera. The British ruler was however not 
in a position to take any stringent action against 
religious customs as it had to face the wrath of 
the people just a decade earlier during the revolt 
of 1857. It was said that interference of the British 
ruler in the religious matter of the Indians was 
one of the causes of the revolt.

Ultimately the British ruler had to enact the 
Epidemic Diseases Act 1897 after the outbreak of 
epidemic due to plague in Bombay. That was the 
first act for controlling epidemics in India.

P for Pandemic

Pandemic  refers to an  epidemic  that has 
spread over several countries or continents, 
usually affecting a large number of people. The 
outbreak of Spanish Flu in 1918 was probably 
the foremost pandemic in history. 

Q for Quarantine

All of us know now-a-days what quarantine 
is. It is a state, period, or place of isolation in 
which people or animals that have arrived from 
elsewhere or been exposed to infectious or 
contagious disease are placed. This strict isolation 
imposed to prevent the spread of disease.

The Story of C-E-I-P-Q
Sabyasachi Chatterjee, Department of History, University of Kalyani
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The period of quarantine was originally 
of 40 days. Its history lies in Italy. Quarantine 
derived from the word quaranta (forty) and the 
ships were not allowed to enter the Italian port 
Venice for forty days to prevent the spread of the 

germ of plague in the fourteenth century. The 
detention imposed upon ships has now been 
replaced by isolation imposed upon persons 
on arrival at a port or place, when suspected of 
carrying some infectious or contagious disease.

Pandemic A(H1N1)2009 
[A(H1N1)pdm09]
TIMELINE

l  April 15, 2009: This virus first shows up in a 10 year old patient in California.
l  April 25, 2009: WHO declares this outbreak as a Public Health Emergency of 

International Concern.
l April 27, 2009: WHO raises the influenza pandemic alert from phase 3 

to phase 4.
l April 29, 2009: WHO raises the influenza pandemic alert from phase 4 to 

phase 5.
l   June 11, 2009: WHO declares it as pandemic.
l August 10, 2010: WHO announces beginning of post-pandemic period i.e. 

end of the pandemic.

FACTSHEET

l  According to WHO, over 214 countries and territories reported cases of 
H1N1.

l  WHO declares 18,500 confirmed deaths between April 2009 and August 
2010.

l  According to US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the 
actual H1N1 death toll is likely to be much higher than the WHO number, 
somewhere between 1,51,700 and 5,75,400.

l  CDC estimates 12,500 deaths for US alone.
l  Later a separate study reports from 19 countries, including India, puts 

infection rate at 24% of the total population. 

Compiled by : Samik Biswas
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In January 1918, an unknown deadly viral 
disease was detected first in Spain which soon 
engulfed   the entire Europe. French and the 
British armies were initially most affected. War 
censor suppressed the news of this  dangerous 
epidemic and in reality they had no time 
for anything except their survival from the 
imminent defeat. Ludendorff almost won the 
war first through his spring and then summer 
offensives. German army surged deep inside 
the French territory and picked up the disease. 
In autumn, the tide turned with fresh American 
divisions which along with French and the British 
retraced the lost territory, wonderful free mixing 
of a deadly disease. Till the November 1918 
artistice, although 
t h e  d i s e a s e 
became pandemic, 
n o  n e w s  w a s 
allowed to trickle 
out.  Europe got 
devastated so was 
the entire world. 
US Army returned 
home and freely 
spread the virus 
and statistical ly 
p r o d u c e d  t h e 
h i g h e s t  d e a t h 
toll. Japan is the 
o n l y  c o u n t r y 
which dealt with 
this danger most scientifically and most 
strictly and remained virtually unscathed. 
Interestingly, although it is called Spanish Flu 
and the source is believed to be the French-
British army compounded by poor food 

and hygiene, alternate hypothesis suggests 
the root to be, like Coronavirus, in China. 
In India, it was brought by the Army regiments 
returning particularly from Flanders and hence 
the worst affected areas were Garhwal, Kumaon, 
Punjab etc. Bengal Regiment newly raised with 
Bengalees went only to Mesopotemia and hence 
were relatively safe. As British censored all the 
news, people gave a name, “ladai ka bimari”. 
But the real danger came later, a mutant as the 
second wave, then designated as “influenza”. 
People died like flies. Even cremation was not 
possible. In the hills, bodies were thrown into 
the gorges with only one burning charcoal in 
the mouth. This turned the famous leopard of 

Rudraprayag into 
a man eater (vide 
Jim Corbett). Like 
Bengal  famine, 
Br it ish tr ied to 
hide all the related 
information but 
later reasonable 
estimation leads 
to the death toll 
figure as high as 1.8 
crores and that too 
with a much lower 
Indian population.  
The figure is not at 
all unusual. About 
5 0  c ro re s ,  o n e 

fourth of the then world population, was affected 
and at least 5 crore died; death can be as high 
as 10 crores as no figures from many countries 
like China are not available. This pandemic 
preyed till December 1920, full three years.  

Spanish Flu 1918 (-20)
Kunal Ghosh, Fellow of The Asiatic Society and INSA
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The highly infectious Spanish flu had swept through the ashram in Gujarat where 48-year-old 
Gandhi was living, four years after he had returned from South Africa. He rested, stuck to a liquid 
diet during "this protracted and first long illness" of his life. When news of his illness spread, a local 

newspaper wrote:"Gandhi's life does not belong to him - it belongs to India".

The Spanish flu or 1918 flu was a deadly 
influenza pandemic. Lasting from January, 1918 
to December, 1920 it infected 500 million people 
– about a quarter of the world population at that 
time. The number of deaths estimated from 17 
million to possibly as high as 100 million, making 
it one of the deadliest pandemics in human 
history. 

But the Spanish Flue is not a Spanish 
phenomenon neither did it originate in the 
country of Spain. The most affected countries 
like Germany, the United Kingdom, France and 
the United States did not want to highlight this 
deadly event to maintain the morale of the world 
war. These countries did not impose or advise any 
kind of social distancing which was in those days 
also scientifically necessary to keep the infection 
away. The news came to the newspaper pages 
of a neutral Spain, and it was named as ‘Spanish 
flue’ for this reason.

In India, the first public entry of the virus 
was said to be coincided with 28th May,1918 
when one ship reached the Bombay shore. On 
June 10th, 1918, several police sepoys were 
admitted to the hospital as influenza patients. 
The flu caused 18 million casualties which was 
six percentage of the country's population at the 
time. The country was affected from Kashmir in 
the north to Kanyakumari in the south. A report 
released by the Sanitary Commission in 1918 

documented that all the rivers of the country 
including the Ganga was clogged up with dead 
bodies.

There were some interesting features of these 
deaths in India. It was the only country where 
women died more than men in number. Perhaps 
women had lesser immunity than men as they 
usually ate less than men in the country.

The British found themselves incapable of 
handling the crisis at this scale. So many local 
and caste organisations mobilized themselves to 
assist relief efforts. Such grass root organisations 
became united for the single cause created by 
the flu besides other political reasons. 

As a result, the newcomer in Indian politics 
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi managed to 
garner support of the grass root organizations 
of the National Movement. The 1918 flu 
indirectly helped Gandhi to develop himself 
as a mass leader. Such crisis creates unity 
and a central leader is the need of the time, 
particularly in such a diversified country like 
India. Covid-19 of 2020 can also give a scope to 
India to be united and it can give the country 
a scope of leadership. Only the future will 
say whether the country has already found 
such leader or will find in the near future. This 
way Spanish flu is important not only in the 
history of medicine in India, but also history of 
nationalism in a country like India.

Spanish Flu in India
Subhasis Biswas, Professor, Department of History, Jadavpur University
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The Curious Case of Tuberculosis
Samik Biswas, Publication Division, The Asiatic Society

There was a time when in literature, painting, 
play, film and many other forms of art, death and 
sufferings of / from tuberculosis (TB) were quite 
frequent, both in India and abroad. In recent 
times this rhetoric seems 
not in vogue, even in our 
own country. The fact that 
India has registered more 
than 4,40,000 (four lakhs 
forty thousands!) TB deaths 
in 2018, according to World 
Health Organization (WHO), 
is even pushed further back 
by recent hue and cry over 
COVID-19.  

The Disease

Tu b e r c u l o s i s  i s  a 
communicable disease 
caused by the bacillus 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, 
which is  spread when 
people who are sick with TB 
expel bacteria into the air; 
for example, by coughing. 
I t  typically affects the 
lungs (pulmonar y TB) 
but can also affect other 
sites (extrapulmonary TB). 
According to a report of 
WHO, published in 2019, 
about a quarter of the world’s population (1.7 
billion or 170 crores) is infected (latent) with M. 
Tuberculosis and thus at risk of developing TB 
disease.

Looking Back

In 1882, Robert Koch identified the etiologic 

agent tubercle bacillus as the cause behind 
the disease and got Nobel Prize in Medicine 
in 1905 for this path breaking discovery. It has 
been hypothesized that Mycobacterium may be 

originated in the Jurassic 
period. Old medical texts 
emanating from different 
parts of the world – in 
ancient lands of India, 
China, Egypt, Babylonia 
and Greece – portray 
the disease through its 
different names. Father 
of Allopathic Medicine, 
Hippocrates (460-370 
BCE) called TB as phthisis 
and warned his students 
against treating persons 
in the late stages of the 
disease because all of their 
patients will die and their 
image as a doctor would 
be tarnished. Scientific 
research revealed typical 
skeletal abnormalities 
of tuberculosis even in 
the Egyptian mummies. 
T u b e r c u l o s i s  a l s o 
mentioned in the Vedas, 
where it is called Yaksma. 
The Sushruta Samhita, 

written around 600 BCE, recommended milk, 
various meats, alcohol and rest for the treatment 
of tuberculosis.  In Europe through the Middle 
Ages and well into the industrial age, tuberculosis 
was referred to as phthisis, the white plague 
or consumption— all in reference to the 
progressive wasting of the victim’s health  and 

The Bells of St. Mary’s (1945) is an American 
film in which Ingrid Bergman plays the role of 
Sister Benedict, who suffers from tuberculosis.
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not diagnosed when they do), WHO added. Ten 
countries accounted for about 80% of the gap, 
with India (25%), Nigeria (12%), Indonesia (10%) 
and the Philippines (8%) accounting for more 
than half of the total. TB affects people of both 
sexes in all age groups but the highest burden 
is in men (aged ≥15 years), who accounted for 
57% of all TB cases in 2018. By comparison, 
women accounted for 32% and children (aged 
<15 years) for 11%. Among all TB cases, 8.6% 
were people living with HIV, clarifies WHO. Eight 
countries accounted for two thirds of the global 
total: India (27%), China (9%), Indonesia (8%), 
the Philippines (6%), Pakistan (6%), Nigeria (4%), 
Bangladesh (4%) and South Africa (3%). The 
figure is astonishing as far as India is concerned. 
Among every four TB patients one is from India.

Multi-drug-resistant TB, infection caused 
by bacteria that are resistant to treatment 
with at least two of anti-TB drugs, is also a very 
serious threat, acknowledged by the public 
health experts. According to WHO, the three 

countries with the largest share of the 
g l o b a l burden were India 

(27%), China (14%) 
and the Russian 

Federation (9%). 
Globally, 3.4% of new 
TB cases and 18% of 

previously treated cases 
had multi-drug-resistant TB. 

Way Forward 

Recent WHO report states that 
leaders of all UN Member States have committed 
to “ending the global TB epidemic” by 2030, 
backed up by concrete milestones and targets. 
When the crisis of COVID-19 gets over one hope 
that due importance would be given to the 
eradication of this health menace, both in India 
and abroad. 

vitality. It was the cause behind as much as 
one-quarter of all deaths in Europe at that time. 
Tuberculosis was also referred in literature as the 
‘captain of death’. In colonial India it was believed 
that TB is a disease prevalent mostly among 
Europeans. But later many studies revealed that 
diagnosis of TB in case of indigenous people 
was overlooked owing to greater prominence 
of abdominal symptoms rather than those of the 
chest. Moreover, on several occasions TB fever 
has been mistaken as malaria. 

Present Scenario

It is quite clear that tuberculosis as a fatal 
disease has an unmatched antiquity in the history 
of human civilization. Almost hundred years ago 
employment of BCG vaccination began and 
discovery of drugs like streptomycin, isoniazid 
etc later made mankind well equipped to fight 
against TB. Despite of all the efforts of public 
health experts, number of deaths 
from tuberculosis is staggering, 
even in today. According to WHO 
report, published in 2019, over 
1.4 million (14 lakhs) TB deaths 
occurred in 2018 worldwide. WHO 
further estimated that o v e r 
10 million (one crore) 
people fell ill with TB in 
2018 in 202 countries 
a n d  t e r r i t o r i e s . 
D espi te  increases 
in TB notif ications, 
there is still a large gap 
between the number of n e w 
cases reported (7.0 million o r  7 0 
lakhs) and the estimated 10 million or 
one crore incident cases in 2018. This gap is 
due to a combination of underreporting of 
detected cases and underdiagnosis (i.e. people 
with TB do not have access to health care or are 
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Our planet – long back turned into a global 
village – is now threatened by the spread of a 
lethal virus, infamously known as the Corona virus 
that has taken a toll of 75000 and more human 
lives in the wake of affecting more than 1.2 million 
people across the globe within about three and 
a half months’ time since the virus was detected.

Apart from the spread and the strike rate of 
this novel disease the multi-faceted reactions 
witnessed with its arrival and the measures 
adopted in different countries to control the 
sweep and the sway of the virus present a good 
number of issues to ponder over. The current 
experiences of suffering from and combating the 
disease have thrown up questions the range and 
depth of which merit considered and also call for 
serious studies and appropriate actions by those 
who would survive this onslaught.

We discuss here briefly the most important 
measure advised by medical experts and 
organisations like the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) to contain the spread of infection. The 
measure has been to enforce a lockdown on the 
entire community, total or selective for a given 
period. Almost all countries in Asia, Europe and 
America have followed suit by putting a near 
siege on the daily lives and free movement of the 
people. It has to be noted that such measures of 
clampdown on social gathering, trade, transport, 
schools, colleges, theatre halls, stadia et al are 
universally acknowledged to be the most effective 
and as of now the only available means of coping 
with this menace. Historians, sociologists, political 
philosophers, practitioners of all hues and 
disciplines will have to burn midnight lamps to 
explore if such consensus of the homo sapiens was 
ever arrived at in any phase of written or unwritten 
history and if ever such compliance with advisory 
issued by the state-heads was ever seen to have 
taken place on such a large scale cutting across 

the divides of geography, stage of development, 
varying degrees of levels of education and 
income. May be the fear of the contagion and the 
prospect of waging a successful war against it, one 
hopes, would open up new possibilities of more 
and more consensus and agreements amongst 
the Govts, for reaching peaks hitherto unreached. 
May be we would see one day agreements come 
true on non-proliferation of nuclear weapons or 
on climate change directives on carbon emission 
reduction.

But these are the words of high hopes which 
infect our minds in times of calamities. But looking 
now at the ground level, we find how pathetically 
inadequate the real-time medical, technical, 
human resource arrangements are in place in 
rich as well as poor countries. This brings to the 
fore the all-important question of provision of 
public health care. The ideas of welfarism have 
taken a backseat in running the Govts long ago. 
Whatever health care for public is delivered by 
most states at present is shamefully at a level that 
leaves a majority of citizens to become easy prey 
to such demons as Coronavirus. But when the 
demon actually arrives, the contagion begins to 
show huge externalities. Economic theorists have 
held the presence of externalities responsible for 
failure of operation of principles of free market and 
have made out a case for state intervention when 
markets cannot take care of such externalities. The 
affluent millionaires cannot stay safe if the run-of-
the-mill public do not stay safe. It is time to realise 
that the world has seen enough of free market. 
For a freer society across the globe free from 
abominable inequalities, ruthless consumption 
of nature and her precious resources, occasional 
outbreaks of such dreadful diseases that tend to 
globalize suffering and death we must pause to 
learn a few lessons as the shadows of the disease 
lengthen and darken.

Under the Shadows of a Globalized Disease
Jayanta Acharya, Former Principal, S.A. Jaipuria College
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Pandemic Corona virus has shaken the 
human civilization from its root just within a 
short span of 4 months. The entire world is 
now helplessly searching a way to get rid of it. 
India is no exception. At this stage very aptly 
our primary objective is to arrest the spread of 
the infection at second stage only at any cost 
as well as to develop infrastructure to treat the 
affected people. 

But no severe medical emergency like the 
present one comes alone. In near future many 
expected and unexpected crisis will develop 
and put the entire society in a turmoil. So it is the 
need of the hour to have preparedness to handle 
those situations in a befitting manner. 

As for example we can refer to the mental 
health issue. It is evident that the individuals 
who are infected with Corona Virus or are in 
quarantine are bearing an inexplicable load of 
anxiety; agony and stress. Such condition has a 
very adverse effect on their mental health. 

Apart from them a considerable number 
of individuals who are living in ‘lockdown     
condition’ are also under the spell of severe 
anxiety, uncertainty, fear and stress due to varied 
socioeconomic factors. Different segments have 
different unique crises. While adolescents and 
children are getting irritated due to forceful 
confinement, their parents are tremendously 
worried about their  job security. This is just 
a noticeable example. Numerous factors like 
this one are now acting as triggering factors of 
mental health impairment. Precisely, nobody of 
us is in a safe zone and in coming days a sizeable 
number of individuals might develop varied mild 
to severe problems. 

Persons with mental illness are also very 
vulnerable at this stage. Widespread inexplicable 

fear, anxiety and uncertainty might have adverse 
effect on them.  The condition of the persons with 
mental illness coming from the disadvantaged 
sections is really alarming. Most of these 
survivors are treated in different government 
hospitals and get free medicines from the OPD. 
Now everything is closed. As a matter of fact they 
don’t have the resource to buy medicines from 
outside. So now many of them have stopped 
taking medicines. It is obvious that such abrupt 
discontinuation of medicines will invite the 
relapse of symptoms in many cases. 

Keeping all these realities in view government 
should recognize the mental health crisis 
mitigation policy as an integral part of the Corna 
Virus management strategy from national level 
to district level.  No casual approach or namesake 
token service will lead us to the expected goal. 
Multifaceted service delivery infrastructure will 
have to be developed on war footings at district 
level throughout the country without any further 
delay. 

A branch of the said infrastructure will 
closely monitor the mental health of the corona 
virus positive cases, quarantined people, 
individuals living in isolation as well as the health 
workers of all categories including the doctors 
who are working at the frontline and extend 
psychological/ psychiatric support to all of them 
as and when necessary. 

An online care delivery system has to be 
developed in such a manner so that any person 
from any part of the country get the access to a 
mental health professional during a stipulated 
period. say from 10 in the morning to 6 in 
the evening. For this purpose temporary FM 
radio stations may be opened and the local TV 
Channels of the Cable Operators may be used. 

Colossal Impact of Pandemic Covid-19 on Mental 
Health — Are We Prepared to Handle ? 
Dr. Tapas Kumar Ray, Founder Secretary, SEVAC Mental Hospital and Clubhouse 
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Simultaneously, a Mental Health Expert 
Team has to be constituted in every state for 
monitoring the mental health scenario. It 
will be made mandatory that all popular T.V 
Channels will design a variety of need-specific 
programmes to ensure the mental health 
wellbeing of different age groups, children and 
adolescent in particular, in consultation with the 
said expert team and telecast the same at least 
for next four months or so as their ‘Prime Time 
Prograame’. 

Last but not the least, Asha Workers, 
Anganwadi Workers and Community based NGO 
workers will be asked to track the persons with 
mental illness who have abruptly discontinued 
treatment due the unavailability of medicines. 
It will be the responsibility of the BMOH to 
take necessary steps to supply them necessary 
medicines. 

Since mental health has always been 
considered a less priority in the health 
care delivery infrastructure of our country, 
administration may treat such type of proposition 
useless and irrelevant in this crucial period. If this 
happens so, it is needless to mention that Corona 
Virus will take a heavy toll on mental health and 
lead the country to a very crucial condition.  

Now I  would l ike to highlight some 
humble measures, which we have adopted 
at SEVAC Mental Hospital and Rehabilitation 
Centre, which is known as the Clubhouse. 
Firstly we have totally sealed its campus 
and no outsider is allowed to come in.  
It does not mean that we have stopped 
performance and communication. In this 

protective situation the members of our 
Clubhouse i.e. Rehab Centre, who reside in the 
shelter home, are performing as usual following 
a work order. They are also communicating with 
other members who have been staying at their 
own homes at present through Phone Call, 
Skype Call and Video Conference. Thus the SEVAC 
Clubhouse Family is performing and staying 
connected with each other. Such togetherness. 
meaningful engagement and uninterrupted 
psychiatric/psychological care have enabled 
all of them to face this unprecedented global 
disastrous situation, courageously. 

In view of technical limitations, there may be some typographical errors and discrepancies 
in copy editing in the e-version of this bulletin which we shall rectify as and when print version 

is published. Kindly bear with us.
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িছ� কুম়ি� যমরয়মি অরনক স্বপ্ন মনরয় মদল্ী 
মিশ্বমিদ্োলরয় �োষ্ট্রমিজ্োন মনরয় ে়িরত যগমছল িোিো 
মোরয়� প্রিল অমনচ্ো সর্বেও, �োজননমতক েম�মথিমত 
তোরক কখরনোই মূল লক্্ যেরক িলোরত েোর�মন, 
মদল্ী� ভয়ঙ্ক� েম�মথিমতরতও যস মছল ঐশী�ই েোরশ। 
অত্ন্ সোহসী ল়িোকু যমরয় অমঙ্কতো লকডোউরন� ে� 
কোঁদরত কোঁদরত য�োন কর� িোম়িরত। িোিো মো এখন 
প্রৈণ্ড উমবিগ্ন, মৈমন্ত। 

মধুিন্ী� সোরে �োহুরল� সম্পক্ ৫ িছ�। �োহুরল� 
ি্োঙ্োরলোর� ৈোকম� েোিো� ে� এনরগজরমরটে� 
মদন মিক হয়। সমস্ত আরয়োজন সর্বেও যশষ মুহূরত্ 
স�কো�ী মনরদ্রশ থিমগত হয় ওরদ� িহু প্রমতমক্ত 
মুহূত্। একো মধুিমন্ তোই এই সমরয় হরয় যগরছ 
আর�োও একো। 

যগোিো যদশ জুর়ি লকডোউরন� যে েম�মথিমত 
চতম� হরয়রছ তোরত ঘ�িমদি হিো� ে� মোনমসক 
অিথিো এখন সিরৈরয় যিমশ প্রভোমিত। এক মোস 
আরগও আম�ো যকোয়োর�টেোইন শব্দিো� সোরে েম�মৈত 
মছলোম নো। অেৈ কর�োনো ভোই�োস আমোরদ� মিরশ্ব� 
সকলরক হিোৎ কর�ই প্রৈণ্ড একো কর� মদরয়রছ। 
�রল অমনশ্চয়তো, উরবিগ, মৈন্ো ও মিষণ্ণতো হরয় 
উরিরছ আমোরদ� মনত্ সঙ্ী। অ�ু�ন্ সময় আ� 
মনমদ্ষ্ট যকোরনো কোজ নো েোকো� �রল �োঁকো মোেো 
হরয় উিরছ শয়তোরন� আখ�ো আ� তোরত প্রমতমনয়ত 
ইন্ধন মদরচ্ যসোশ্োল মমমডয়ো। মনউজ ফ্্োরশ� মরতো 
যহোয়োিসঅ্োরে আসো ��ওয়োরড্ড যমরসজ যিনশন 
িোম়িরয় মদরচ্ ক্মোগত। তো� যেরক চতম� হরচ্ 
ে্োমনক অ্োিোক, মোনমসক ৈোে িো য্রেস েো �োরত� 
ঘুম যকর়ি মনরচ্। দীঘ্ক্ণ যকোরনো সুগমিত কোজকম্ 
নো েোকো� �রল মসগোর�ি খোিো� অরভ্সও যির়িরছ 
প্রিল। এ� সোরে মিশ্ব অে্নীমতরত আসন্ন মদিো� 
ভয়ও আমোরদ� গ্োস কর�রছ। এমদরক মিরশষজ্রদ� 
মত অনুেোয়ী ইমমউন মসরটেরম� দুি্লতো এই 
মুহূরত্ যিশ মিেজ্জনক। তরি এই দুি্লতো� কো�ণ 
মক শুধুই শো�ীম�ক? মরন� মক যকোন ভূমমকোই 
যনই? অনে্ক যনমতিোৈক ভোিনো, প্রিল যিনশন, 

ভয়, ঘুরম� সমস্ো এিং 
তো� �রল ডোইরজসমিভ 
মসরটেরম� যগোলমোল এইসিই 
এখন ইমমউমনমি করম েোিো� মূল কো�ণ। তোহরল এই 
অমথি� সমরয় অমথি�তো যেরক মুমতি� উেোয় কী? যসই 
মিষয় মনরয় আরলোৈনোই এই যলখো� মূল উরদেশ্। 

মোনমসক সমস্ো� যে মূল মিষয়গুরলো এখন 
মিরশষভোরি প্রভোমিত, তো হল Anxiety ও 
Depression। অরনকিো সময় েখন আমোরদ� হোরত 
আরস তখন আম�ো সমরয়� গুরুত্ব নো িুরে তোরক 
অেৈয়ই কম� মনরজ� অজোরন্। আ� স্োি্ য�োরন� 
েুরগ এই সুরেোরগ� ‘সবি্িহো�’ একিু যিমশ মোত্োয় 
যির়ি মগরয়রছ। য�সিুক ও যহোয়োিসঅ্োরে প্ররয়োজরন� 
তুলনোয় সময় কোমিরয় য�মল দীঘ্ক্ণ, েো� �রল 
গিনমূলক কোজ ক�ো� সময় করম েোয়। উরটে ক্মশঃ 
আসরত েোকো কর�োনো� মিভ্োমন্মূলক খি� Anxiety 
িো়িোয়। তোই সরৈতন ভোরি যসোশ্োল মমমডয়ো� ি্োিহো� 
ক�ো এিং এই ধ�রন� ভ্োন্ খি�রক গুরুত্ব নো মদরয় 
সংিোদমোধ্রম� ওে� ভ�সো ক�ো খুি প্ররয়োজন। 
মিরশষ কর� �োরত মিমভরত খি� যশোনো ও মিরশষজ্রদ� 
মতোমত, তে্রক সুষু্ভোরি যেঁরছ যদয় আেনো� কোরছ। 
তরি এই মুহূরত্ যগোিো মিরশ্ব� েো ভয়োিহ েম�মথিমত 
তো আেনোরক আতমঙ্কত ক�রিই েো মকনো ভীষণভোরিই 
স্বোভোমিক। তরি িৃহত্ত� মৈত্িো যদখরল আেমন িুেরত 
েো�রিন এত মৃতু্, এত হোহোকো�, দীঘ্ েে ৈরল যহঁরি 
আসো মোনুষরদ� যৈরয় আেমন অরনক মন�োেদ। তোই 
আমোরদ� মোনমসক উন্নমত ও সমোরজ� িৃহত্ত� স্বোরে্ 
মকছু অসহোয় মোনুষ ও েশুেোমখরদ� েেোসোমে্ সোহোে্ 
ক�ো প্ররয়োজন। সোইরকোলমজ� ভোষোয় েোরক আম�ো িমল 
gratitude। অন্রক সোহোে্ ক�রল এই সময় মকছুিো 
ভোরলোলোগো কোজ ক�রি েো আেনোরক ইমতিোৈক হরত 
সোহোে্ ক�রি। 

এিো� আমস মোনমসক ৈোে িো য্রেরস� কেোয়। 
ভমিষ্রত� অমনশ্চয়তো� কেো যভরি আম�ো এই 
মুহূরত্ আতমঙ্কত েো যকর়ি মনরচ্ �োরত� ঘুম আ� 
িোম়িরয় মদরচ্ অ্োলরকোহল িো মসগোর�রি� েম�মোণ। 

কর�োনো যেন মনরক সংক্োমমত নো কর�
xöì§º£ìy îöìr˜Äyþ›y™Äyëû– x!•þ!í x™Äyþ›†þ– মরনোমিদ্ো মিভোগ, öëyˆôyëûy ö˜î# †þöì¡?
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Meditation ও Exercise এই সমস্ো কমোরত েোর� 
চিমক মকন্তু যিমশ�ভোগ সময় অমথি� মোনুরষ� এসরি� 
প্রমত অমনহো যদখো যদওয়োয় আম�ো মরনোমিদ�ো 
Relaxation Technique এ� বিো�থি হরত িমল 
েো� সময়ও লোরগ অরেক্োকৃত কম এিং Stress ও 
ঘুরম� সমস্োয় েো মিরশষ উেকো�ী। 

একদম প্রোেমমক Relaxation এ আেনো�ো 
Deep Breathing ক�ো� যৈষ্টো ক�রত েোর�ন। ২ 
যসরকরডে নোক মদরয় শ্বোস মনরয় ৩যসরকডে ধর� য�রখ 
৪যসরকরডে মুখ মদরয় মনশ্বোস িো� ক�ো। মদরন কমেরক্ 
৫িো� এই অরভ্স ক�রত েোর�ন। 

এছো়িোও Mindfulness ও খুি কোে্ক�ী একিো 
Technique। উেম�উতি দুমি মিষয় মিশরদ জোনরত 
Internet এ� সোহোে্ মনরত েোর�ন। 

ঘুরম� যক্রত্ মূলত একমি মনমদ্ষ্ট সমরয় ঘুরমোরত 
েোওয়ো ও ঘুম যেরক ওিো এই মনয়ম এই সময়রতও 
যমরন ৈলো জরু�ী, এরত আেনো� biological clock 
ও স্বোভোমিক েোকরি। আ� মিছোনো যেন শুধু ঘুরম� 
যক্রত্ই কোে্ক�ী হয় অন্ কোরজ� জন্ যৈয়ো� যিমিল 
িো যসো�ো ি্িহো� ক�ো িোঞ্ছনীয়। 

সো�োমদন িোম়ি েোকো� জন্ েো�ো ঘন ঘন ৈো, 
কম� খোওয়ো িোম়িরয়রছন তো�ো তো কমোরনো� যৈষ্টো 
করুন। ক্োর�ন আমোরদ� মূলত ঘুম কমোয় এিং 
নোভ্রক উরত্তমজত কর�। আ� েো�ো মসগোর�ি খোওয়ো 
িোম়িরয়রছন তো�ো একিো েদ্ধমতরত তো কমোরনো� যৈষ্টো 
ক�রত েোর�ন। যেমন যে সমরয় আেনো� মসগোর�ি 
খুি প্ররয়োজনীয় যসই সময়গুরলো মৈমনিত করুন। যেমন 
হয়ত ঘুম যেরক উরি যেি েম�ষ্োর�� জন্ মসগোর�ি 
দ�কো� ের� িো ধরুন লোরচে� ে� িো ৈো খোিো� ে�, 
এই must time িো মসগোর�ি নো খোওয়ো সমস্ো�, 
মূলত withdrawal symptom এ� জন্। তরি এই 
must time িোরদ িোমক সময় মসগোর�রি� ি্োিহো� 
ৈোইরল কমোরত েোর�ন এিং উেোয় েমদ যিশ মকছুমদন 
যমরন ৈরলন তরি মসগোর�রি� অরভ্স মকছুিো মুতি 
হরত েোর�ন। 

যেরহতু এখন কোরজ� ৈোে অরনকিোই কম এিং 
েুর�োিোই িোম়ি� মরধ্ তোই অরনক মোনুষ তো� েু�রনো 
মকছু হমিরক েুনরুদ্ধো� ক�রত েোর�ন। এরত ৈৈ্োও 
যেমন হরত েোর� েু�রনো সৃ্মতও যতমন ম��রত 
েোর�। রুমিনমোম�ক জীিনধো�ণ ক�ো এই সমরয়ও 

মিরশষভোরি প্ররয়োজন। একমি তোমলকো চতম� ক�ো 
প্ররত্কমদরন� তোরত মপ্রয় মকছু মজমনস কর� শখ 
েূ�ণও ক�ো যেরত েোর� তো� মরধ্ creative মকছু 
মিষয়ও েোকরত েোর�। 
মরনোমিদ অনুত্তমো িরদি্োেোধ্োরয়� কেোয়,

“এই েি্ করি মমিরি যস কেো আম�ো যকউই 
মনমদ্ষ্ট কর� িলরত েোম� নো। তোই �োস্তো� যশরষ� 
কেো মৈন্ো ক�রল আম�ো অেেো আতমঙ্কত যিোধ 
ক�ি িো অনধে্ হরয় ে়িি। এই ঘিনোরক 
মরনোমিজ্োরন� েম�ভোষোয় Anticipatory 
Anxiety িলো হয়। স�� েখন এতিোই দীঘ্ 
তখন আমোরদ� উমৈত প্ররত্কিো মদনরক আলোদো 
ভোরি যদখো। অমনশ্চয়তো� উরবিগ কোিোরত এই 
েদ্ধমত কোরজ আসরি। মনরজ� সমস্ো� উের� 
অমতমোত্োয় গুরুত্ব আর�োে নো কর� িৃহত্ত� 
সমোরজ� মদরক তোকোরল যদখো েোরি অরনরকই 
আমোরদ� যৈরয় যিমশ করষ্ট আরছন। ঘর� ম��রত 
নো েো�ো েম�েোয়ী শ্রমমকরদ� দুদ্শো িো আমোরদ�ই 
শহর�� িহু মনঃসঙ্ প্রিীণ-প্রিীণোরদ� কেো যতো 
এ প্রসরঙ্ িলোই েোয়। তখন মনরজ� অিথিো� 
নোনো ভোরলো মদক নজর� ে়িরি ও আম�ো যে 
এই অিথিোরতও কতিো সুরেোগ-সুমিরধ েোমচ্ যস 
কেো িুেরত েো�ি। জীিরন� প্রমত এ ধ�রন� 
দৃমষ্টভঙ্ী গর়ি তুলরত েো�রল আমোরদ� প্রমতিো 
মদন আ�ও অে্েূণ্ হরয় উিরি।”

সো�োিো মদন গৃহিমদি েোকো� �রল িোম়ি� 
অরনরক� সোরে মতোন্� হরত েোর� এিং তো েরেষ্টই 
স্বোভোমিক। তরি যদখুন এই মুহূরত্ আম�ো অরনক 
যিমশ মূল্রিোধরক গুরুত্ব মদরত মশখমছ, েো�স্পম�ক 
সম্পরক্ যে যছদ মছল তো মমমিরয় যনিো� সময় 
এখনই, তোই সময়রক মিক ভোরি ি্িহো� ক�োই 
এখন আমোরদ� মূল লক্্ হরয় উিুক। তো� সোরে 
যদশি্োেী যে অসহোয়তো চত�ী হরয়রছ যকোনভোরি েমদ 
তো� েোরশ দোঁ়িোরনো েোয়, তো আমে্কভোরি িো মনরজ� 
উরদ্োরগ তোরতও আেনো� ভোললোগো চতম� হরি। 

এই মিষণ্ণতো, উরবিরগ� মুহূরত্ কোরছ� ও দূর�� 
মোনুষরদ� সোরে মনয়মমত যেোগোরেোগ �োখো, কেো 
িলোও প্ররয়োজনীয় এই সময়। সমগ্ মিরশ্ব এই মুহূরত্ 
জোমত ধম্ মনমি্রশরষ আমোরদ� মোনমিকতোই আমোরদ� 
একমোত্ েম�ৈয় হরয় উিুক।  
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Lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic 
is difficult for most people as it has thrown 
life out of order for people across the globe. 
Changes in familiar activities, places or people 
can make all of us feel anxious. However the 
lockdown is especially stressful for those with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) as people on 
the  autism  spectrum may not be comfortable 
with the idea of  change. Autism is a lifelong 
developmental disability that affects how 
people perceive the world and 
interact with others. Autistic 
people see, hear and feel the 
world differently to other 
people.  Even very small or 
slight disruptions to a routine 
can cause a child diagnosed 
with autism to feel distress 
and confusion. 

Aut ism S ociet y  West 
Bengal (ASWB) is a parent 
i n i t i a t e d  n o n - p r o f i t 
organizat ion in  Kolk ata 
that champions the right 
of individuals with Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 
to participation in areas of 
education, employment, and social events. 
A school for autistic individuals, Dikshan, a 
pre vocational unit, Aarohan, parent training 
unit, ASPIRES are at present under the ASWB 
management. Proven methods like social 
stories, visual supports, structured teaching are 
used regularly in school. Effective strategies are 
taught that help the child plan and prepare for 
any changes. In their classes and parent training 

units the students are taught that change may 
occur in their daily routine. As the individual with 
autism need order and predictability in their lives 
parents were encouraged to use visual supports 
at home. A visual support refers to using a picture 
or other visual item to communicate with a 
child who has difficulty understanding or using 
language. Visual supports can be photographs, 
drawings, objects, written words or lists. Social 
stories are a learning tool that supports a 

meaningful  exchange of 
i n f o r m a t i o n  b e t w e e n 
parents and professionals 
with individuals with autism. 
Structured Teaching is creating 
a  h ighly  v isual ly  based 
structured environment that 
promotes an understanding 
of schedules, activities and 
expectations. 

I t  is  a fact that most 
individuals with autism may 
be able to cope better if they 
can prepare for  changes  in 
advance. But this lockdown 
hardly gave the parents of 
autistic children time to 

prepare for the unprecedented change. So 
the school authorities helped. At the start of 
the lockdown parents of the students were 
distributed social stories via WhatsApp about the 
lockdown and how one could cope and adjust. 
Social stories helped the students understand 
that staying at home was not a punishment but 
rather something to protect them and others 
from COVID-19. Parents were requested to 

Visual Supports Help Autistic Students Adjust and 
Cope up During the Lockdown
Mitu De, Secretary (Hony.), Autism Society West Bengal (ASWB)
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keep their children meaningfully engaged. Their regular 
training in school on ‘Activities of Daily Living (ADL)’ came 
to the rescue. Students were encouraged to help in the 
household chores. 

The students helped in cutting and peeling vegetables, 
watering houseplants, mopping the floor, making the 
beds, washing and drying clothes, peeling eggs, preparing 
snacks as per their ability. The parents provided necessary 
supports. Leisure activities that could be done alone like 
skating, swinging, jigsaw puzzles, drawing, stitching, 
listening to music, typing, dancing, watching videos 
were actively pursued. Many exercised regularly and 
some did yoga to maintain physical health. Spending 
quality time with parents and siblings was an additional 
bonus during lockdown. Video conferences and online 
classes with the special educators made the students feel 
connected. Parents were encouraged to share pictures 
of their children helping at home in the school-parent 
WhatsApp group. Technology helped in the keeping the 
social connections in the time of physical distancing. The 
students also celebrated World Autism Awareness Day 
(WAAD) on 2nd April in their homes by making cards 
and posters. Innovative cards were made to thank all the 
essential service providers and health care professionals 
during the lockdown. The creative items were shared on 
Facebook and WhatsApp.

It is ironic that autistic students of Dikshan & Aarohan 
units of ASWB who find change inherently difficult 

are coping quite well 
during the lockdown as 
their parents are giving 
the necessary visual 
supports. Using the 
correct visual supports 
can provide the child 
with order, structure, 
and predic tabi l i t y 
in his surroundings 
a n d  e n v i r o n m e n t 
even during the long 
days of a nationwide 
lockdown. 
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The above phrase has not been taken from 
any book or movie but from the reality we 
are living in. It is true that the sudden onset 
of the corona virus has created an epidemic 
worldwide. As we struggle to fight this truth 
(and the deadly disease of course), many 
optimists are viewing the other side of the 
grass. Since Government has decided to act by 
locking down the residents at their respective 
residence, many are forced to work from home. 
Work and home are oxymorons for many as we 
view home as the hub of our leisure and work 
the opposite of leisure. Purists would complaint 
that work and home are different spaces and it’s 
difficult to mix the two. We must leave our home 
for work and the come back to it to recharge and 
restart the cycle again. But times are changing, 
and companies have been encouraging, 
even before this disaster happened, their 
employees to work from home and to be 
flexible. Mental health is being given priority 
in today’s world as more and more employees 
stressing its importance. But the question is it 
this something new? The answer is not simple. 
When my Google search of the key terms ‘Work 
from home history’ lead to an interesting article, 
I could see why. Historically many civilizations 
have always thrived working from the comfort 
of home and in countries like England, it thrived 
after the industrial revolution. In our country, 
working from home is considered ‘business’ and 
a bhodrolok or a babu needs to dress up and go 
to office to qualify for a poster boy of successful 
life. This idea has thrived for long but with time, 
it is weakening. 

The concept of work-life balance is becoming 
an important term in understanding the ethics 
which the various companies desire to strive 
into. The human resource departments of 
various organisations are playing active role 
in encouraging the employees to enjoy their 
time off the work. Sometimes employees are 
reluctant in availing this opportunity as they 
think availing work from home would invite the 
wrath of their managers. But therein lies the 
challenge to educate the employees properly 
so that they can overcome this disinclination. 
As we discussed about the mental health of an 
employee, we are realising that productivity has 
nothing to do with the physical space that person 
is in. A happy employee is a productive employee 
too. There’s also an economic side to this too. 
An employee coming to office adds to the cost 
which a company must bear. Hidden costs like 
electricity consumption, providing coffee/tea 
and other amenities are becoming cumbersome 
during these cost cutting times. 

So will the offices obliterate and we will all 
be working from home in the future? The answer 
is again complicated. As human beings we are 
social animal and love to socialize and live with 
others. Office as a space allows one to socialize 
make friends so it will be difficult to compromise 
on that. The approach should be the best of both 
worlds as with flexible work hours an employee 
can be empowered to work according to his/her 
time table without suffering the productivity. 
Many experts have theorized that this is the 
future as like human life, the corporate life is also 
bracing for an evolution. 

An Idea can Change Your Life but a Virus can End It
Sudipto Roy, Content Producer, Pearson Education
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Man has survived many epi-
demics, large and small, in the 
course of his long history. Of-
ten he has written about these 
gruesome incidents. Perhaps 
the most celebrated work of this 
genre is La Peste (The Plague) by 
Albert Camus, the great French 
Algerian writer. The novel was 
written in 1947, in the aftermath 
of the Second World War and 
many have seen in it a metaphor 
of the human condition as well 
as the recent political situation. 
However before discussing the 
novel, it is necessary to examine 
its background. 

Algeria, the setting of the 
novel, was a colony of France 
from 1830 to 1962. It was con-
quered by a bloody war and 
liberated in the same way. In be-
tween, many emigrants, mainly 
from France but also from other 
parts of Southern Europe settled 
in Algeria and neighbouring 
countries. The white settlers were 
known as colons or 'black feet' 
(pieds noirs). They occupied an 
intermediate position, between 
the metropolitan whites and the 
coloured Arabs. Camus himself 
was one of them. Not that all 
colons were rich. Young Albert 
spent his childhood in great 
poverty after his father had died 
through wounds received in the 
First World War. However, even 
so he was a notch above the 'na-
tive' Arabs and aware of it. Camus 
was also a firm upholder of the 
French Empire and opposed all 
anti-colonial wars. 

The story of La Paste is as fol-
lows. Dr. Rieux is a doctor in the 
Algerian port city Oran. His wife 
has just gone to a sanatorium for 
treatment of T. B. (Camus him-
self has long suffered from this 
disease, which was then almost 
incurable. ) A rat is found in the 
streets and soon there is a full-
fledged epidemic. Oran is placed 
in strict quarantine. Nobody is 
allowed to enter or leave the city. 
In this context, various person-
ages play their role and show the 
development of their character. 
Riua, partly based on Camus 
himself , fights bravely against 
the plague almost as the leader 
of the community. His friend Tar-
rou was once a revolutionary, in 
protest against the ruthlessness 
of the ruling classes, including 
his own father. But Tarrou realises 
--and this was the view of Camus 
-- that revolutionary violence is 
only the other side of the coin. 
He dies in peaceful work among 
the plague-stricken. Rambert, a 
young journalist who wants to 
escape from the lock-down and 
join his beloved, instead decides 
to stay. Finally, the plague disap-
pears but there is a chance that it 
might come again. 

The novel has been consid-
ered a political allegory of the 
German occupation of France, 
1940-44. The government and 
the army had surrendered. The 
non-official 'Maquis' or guerilla 
fighters carrues on a resistance 
war, often under leftist leader-
ship. A section of the french 

Catholic church preached the 
defeatist slogan that France was 
suffering for her sins and should 
repent, rather than resist. In 
the novel, some priests declare 
similarly that the plague was the 
punishment of human sins. The 
worst elements in Oran enjoy 
the plague just as the lowest 
scum in France teamed up with 
the occupation power. Thus, La 
Paste is seen as a heroic allegory 
of the Resistance and in general 
of man's upward struggle. 

However, critics such as 
Conor Cruise O'Brien and Ed-
ward Said offered another theory 
or interpreration. At the time of 
writing the novel, Algeria was a 
colony. Oran was indeed under 
occupation, French occupation. 
The French represent the plague 
itself, rather than freedom from 
plague. Significantly, no Arab 
character appears in the story, 
though Oran was mainly an Arab 
city. 

La Paste thus appears a multi-
layered complex metaphor of 
the epidemic involving different 
places and time

The Plague: Many Layers and Aspects
Sudeshna Chakravarty, Former Professor, 
Department of English, University of Calcutta
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It is a strange feeling of emptiness.  A white 
sheet of smoke has enveloped the world. In an 
instant we have all changed into fragile glass 
vessels. There is an invisible cold stream moving 
up the arteries. 

We are invaded by fear. A dismal tocsin. The 
smug, placid air reminds us of Albert Camus’s 
La Peste (The Plague), published in French in 
1947. In 1941, the twenty-eight year old author 
had started working on this novel on a deadly 
virus that spreads from animals to men. Hasn’t 
the universe made giant strides since then? No, 

it hasn’t. The anxiety of an unknown virus that 
eats up our entrails has exposed us. The houses 
are bone-dry. 

This anxiety is both physical and metaphysical, 
as Camus showed so well in his chronicle of the 
plague in Oran. The English translation by Stuart 
Gilbert has curiously (criminally, I thought) left 
out the epigraph of Daniel Defoe: ‘It is reasonable 
to represent one kind of imprisonment by 
another as it is to represent anything that really 
exists by that which exists not.’ In Camus, it was 
of course in French (Il est aussi raisonnable…). 

The first sentence calls 
the predicament ‘unusual’ 
( ‘cur ieux ’ ) .   ‘Ever yone 
agreed’, said the second 
sentence, ‘considering their 
somewhat extraordinary 
character, they were out 
of place there’. The town 
in Camus’s text is ‘ugly’, like 
ours. It seems all of a sudden 
‘a thoroughly negative 
place’. There is suddenly no 
remedy. 

U n l i k e  t h e  a n c i e n t 
stoic philosophers, like 
Epic tetus  and M arcus 
Aurelius, Camus’s narrator 
gently reminds himself : 
‘There have been as many 
plagues as wars in history; 
yet all plagues and wars take 
people equally by surprise.’ 
‘And there was suspicion 
in the eyes of all.’ Everyone 
was struck by the change 
of mood. The storm may 

Revisiting Camus: Life in the Time of Corona
Chinmoy Guha, Professor of English, University of Calcutta
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blow over one day, but it will certainly change 
us for all times. Like the inhabitants of Oran, we 
too have learnt how terribly fragile we are. And 
the scar bleeds.

Wrapped up in ourselves as we are, some of 
us would pretend to disbelieve in pestilences. 
‘A pestilence’, Camus reminds us in his chef-
d’oeuvre, ‘isn’t a thing made to man’s measure; 
therefore we tell ourselves that pestilence is a 
mere bogey of the mind, a bad dream that will 
pass away. But it doesn’t always pass away, and 
the humanists first of all, because they haven’t 
taken their precautions. Our townsfolk were not 
more to blame than others, they forgot to be 
modest—that was all—and that everything still 
was possible for them; which presupposed that 
pestilences were impossible.’ Nothing has altered 
in the human psyche despite the unimaginable 
technological achievements of science, which 
now seem so hollow as a simple virus wrecks 
this wretched earth.

As the protagonist Dr Rieux looked out of 
the window, he could see ‘the tranquil radiance 
of a cool spring sky’. Yet anxiety engulfed him 
when he called to mind the plague-fires of which 
Lucretius spoke, which the Athenians kindled 
on the sea-shore. The dead were brought there 
after nightfall, but there was not room enough, 
and the living fought each other with torches for 
a space where to lay those who had been dear 
to them; for they had rather engage in bloody 
conflicts than abandon their dead to the waves. 

As the number of the dead across the world 
soars up to alarming level, all this seems to be 
a cinematic rerun of what already happened 
numerous times in history: the Black Death 

in Europe which killed many millions in the 
fourteenth century, the plague in Italy in early 
seventeenth century, the London plague, or the 
Spanish Flu, for example.  

Yes, the political implications of The Plague 
are obvious. Wasn’t Camus talking about the 
Third Reich too in this chronicle published 
after the Occupation? That is very much a part 
of the rugged existential crisis of France.  One 
remembers the young child in Tarkovsky’s film 
Nostalgia who asked his father, ‘Papa, è questa 
la fine del mondo?’ (Dad, is this the end of the 
world?) 

In the midst of this crash, as the deadly 
Corona virus spirals out of control across the 
globe, and our skeletons shiver before a cracked 
mirror, we go back to Camus: ‘I have no idea 
what’s awaiting me, or what will happen when 
all this ends. For the moment I know this: there 
are sick people and they need curing.’ 

As silence overpowers us at this moment 
of confinement, we have to bear in mind what 
Marcus Aurelius had stated in Meditations in the 
2nd century A.D.: ‘All this happened in the past, 
and will happen again.’ But Camus’s addendum in 
the last paragraph of The Plague is intimidating: 

[T]he plague bacillus never dies or disappears 
for good; it can lie dormant for years in furniture 
and linen-chests; it bides its time in bedrooms, 
cellars, trunks, and bookshelves; and perhaps 
the day would come when, for the bane and 
enlightening of men, it roused up its rats again 
and sent them forth to die in a happy city.

The virus will fade out one day, but it may still 
stagger in the unconscious before reemerging 
again.
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‘েৃমেিী� আিহোওয়ো� েম�িত্ন মনরয় েো�ো 
কোজ কর�ন এমন সি চিজ্োমনক আজ মকছুমদন 
ধর�ই িরল আসরছন যে দু’হোজো� কুম়ি সোল নোগোদ 
েৃমেিী� তোেমোত্ো িৃমদ্ধ েমদ দুই মডমগ্ যসমটেরগ্রড� 
মরধ্ সীমমত নো �োখো েোয়, তো হরল মনুষ্প্রজোমত� 
মিেদ।’ – কেোমি িরলমছরলন ঐমতহোমসক দীরেশ 
ৈক্িত্ী একমি প্রিরন্ধ� এরকিোর� শু�রত। 

প্রিন্ধমি� মশর�োনোমমিও খুি আকষণ্ীয়-‘আর�ক 
যিোরয়মটে যিোরয়মটে:েৃমেিী� উষ্ণতো–িৃমদ্ধ ও মোনুরষ� 
ইমতহোস’। প্রিন্ধমি প্রকোমশত হরয়মছল তোঁ� প্রেম 
িোংলো প্রিন্ধ সংকলরন – ইমতহোরস� জনজীিন ও 
অন্োন্ প্রিন্ধ (২০১১)১। আজ েখন আম�ো এই 
যিোরয়মটে যিোরয়মটে-রত এরস(মোৈ-্এমপ্রল) কর�োনো 
ভোই�োরস� আক্মরণ ছো�খো� হরয় েোমচ্ তখন 
মরন ের়ি েোরচ্ কত আরগ মতমন এই মিষয়মি 
আমোরদ� জ্োনৈৈ্ো� জগরত আনরত যৈরয়মছরলন 
মকন্তু আম�ো হয়ত যসইভোরি গুরুত্ব মদইমন মন। 
উরটে, কখরনো ি্ঙ্, কখরনো তীক্ষ্ণ প্রশ্নিোণ (যেমন-
class history রছর়ি আিো� climate history 
ৈৈ্ো যকন; মকংিো ‘েম�রিরশ� মিমভন্ন ইমতহোস’ 
মনরয় যতো ভো�রত ৈৈ্ো শুরু হরয়রছ ১৯৮০ � 
দশক যেরক, আিো� তোহরল যকন ‘আিহোওয়ো ও 
জলিোয়ু-�োজনীমত� ইমতহোস’ ৈৈ্ো ক�রত হরি; 
মকংিো েম�রিশ-আিহোওয়ো-জলিোয়ু মনরয় ভো�রত/
িোংলোয় েরেষ্ট আরদিোলন/�োজনীমত হরয়রছ ও 
হরচ্, ইত্োমদ) মদরয় মিষয়মিরক লঘু ক�ো� যৈষ্টো 
কর�মছ। প্রশ্নগুরলো� মরধ্ মনশ্চয়ই সো�িত্তো আরছ 
এিং আরলোৈনো� যেোগ্ও, মকন্তু মতমন ৈোইমছরলন 
মিষয়মি আর�ো গুরুত্ব মদরয় জ্োনৈৈ্ো� জগরত থিোন 
েোক অন্ত ভো�রত ও িোংলোয়। 

২০০৪-০৫ সোল নোগোদ দীরেশ ৈক্িত্ী এ 
মিষরয় ে়িোরশোনো শুরু কর�ন। এ�ে� মিশ্বোয়ন-মিশ্ব 
উষ্ণোয়ন-অর্রেমলয়ো� দীঘ্ খ�ো, ঘনঘন ে়িেঞ্ো-
অগু্নৎেোত-শস্হোমন একমদরক আ� অন্মদরক 
মহমোলয় ও অন্োন্ েোহোর়ি� ি�� গরল েোওয়ো-
যমরু অচেরল� ি��গলন-সমুররে� অ্োমসড িৃমদ্ধ ও 
জল�োমশ যির়ি েোওয়ো, খোদ্শৃঙ্খলো যভরঙ্ ে়িো। 
এ� সোরে েুতি হল এই ঘিনোগুরলো� �োজননমতক 

কর�োনো ভোই�োস আক্মণ ও আমোরদ� চৈতরন্� উদয় : 
দীরেশ ৈক্িত্ী� মৈন্োভোিনো
!lôÅ¡ îöìr˜Äyþ›y™Äyëû, মিমশষ্ট গরিষক ও সদস্, প্রকোশনো সমমমত, মদ এমশয়োমিক যসোসোইমি
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ও অে্ননমতক যক্রত্ তীব্র অমভঘোত ও তো মনরয় 
েোশ্চোরত্ অ্োকোরডমমক স্তর� তীব্র আরলো়িন। এ� 
মরধ্ যিরুল ২০০৭ সোরল আইমেমেমস-� ম�রেোি্ 
ক্োইরমি যৈঞ্জ মনরয়২। এইসরি� অমভঘোরত মতমন 
প্রেম িোংলোয় একমি প্রিন্ধ যলরখন িোর�োমোস 
েমত্কোয় ২০০৭ সোরল, ের� এমি তোঁ� প্রেম 
িোংলো গ্রথে সমন্নরিমশত হয় ২০১১ সোরল। প্রেম 
িোংলো যলখোমি মকন্তু অিরহমলত মছল.২০০৯ সোরল 
এই প্রিন্ধমি ইংর�মজরত েম�িমধ্ত হরয় প্রকোমশত 
হয়৩। ছম়িরয় ের� সো�ো মিরশ্ব-আরমম�কোয়, লোমতন 
আরমম�কোয়, অর্রেমলয়োয়, ইংল্োরডে, ৈীরন, দমক্ণ 
আমরিকোয় এিং মিরশষ কর� ইউর�োরে, মিমভন্ন 
ভোষোয় অনূমদত হরয়, গুরুত্ব ও স্বীকৃমত যেরত 
েোরক। এ�ে� মতমন ইং�োমজরত য্োিোলোইরজশন 
ও যলেনোিোম� ইমতহোস মনরয় একোমধক প্রিন্ধ �ৈনো, 
িতৃিতো প্রদোন ক�রত েোরকন, েো� �লস্বরূে 
প্রকোমশত হয় তোঁ� যশষতম গ্থেমি- The Cri-
ses of Civilization: Exploring Global 
and Planetary Histories (2018)৪। মকন্তু 
িোংলোয় তোঁ� প্রেম �ৈনোমি অিরহমলত হরলও 
মতমন এই ৈৈ্ো ৈোমলরয় েোন-২০১৫ সোরল ঢোকোয় 
প্রদত্ত িতৃিতো৫, ২০১৬ সোরল কলকোতোয় অনুষু্টে 
েমত্কো আরয়োমজত ‘সম� যসন স্ো�ক িতৃিতো,’ 
কলকোতোয় ‘সপ্তদশ প্রণরিশ যসন স্ো�ক িতৃিতো’ 
২০১৮ সোরল৬। এইভোরি গত প্রোয় েরনর�ো িছ� 
ধর� দীরেশ ৈক্িত্ী তোঁ� অন্োন্ ভোিনো-মৈন্ো ও 
গরিষণো� মরধ্ [এ মিষরয় তোঁ�-Provincializing 
Europe: Postcolonial Thought and His-
torical Difference (2000); The Calling of 
History: Sir Jadunath Sarkar and His 
Empire of Truth (2015) উরল্খরেোগ্] এই 
‘আিহোওয়ো ও জলিোয়ু-�োজনীমত� ইমতহোস’ মনরয় 
ৈৈ্ো কর� েোরচ্ন। খুি সম্প্রমত কর�োনো ভোই�োস 
আক্মরন� যপ্রমক্রতও মতমন �ৈনো কর�রছন 
একোমধক �ৈনো িোংলো ও ইংর�মজরত (এ� মরধ্ 
উরল্খরেোগ্ হল-The Telegraph [29.3.2020], 
আনদিিোজো� েমত্কো[৫.৪.২০২০]) 

দীরেশ িোিু েো িলরত ৈোইরছন সংরক্রে তো 
হল- ‘আিহোওয়ো ও জলিোয়ু �োজনীমত� ইমতহোসৈৈ্ো’ 
মনরয় ভোিনো� সূত্েোরত�ও প্রোক্-ইমতহোস আরছ। 
১৯৯০ এ� দশরক� মিশ্বোয়ন শুরু� হোত ধর� যে 
মিশ্ব উষ্ণোয়ন শুরু হল তো মনরয় একোরডমমক মহরল 

গুরুত্বেূণ্ ৈৈ্ো শুরু হরলও মোনুরষ� যৈতনোয় ধোক্ো 
মদরত যলরগ েোয় ২০০০ এ� দশক েে্ন্। এ� 
কো�ণ মহরসরি িলো যেরত েোর� ১৯৮৮ যত নোসো� 
মডর�ক্ট� এ মিষরয় সরৈতন ক�রলও �োজননমতক 
যনতোরদ� উদোসীনতো মছল এ� জন্ প্রধোন দোয়ী। 
(দীরেশ ৈক্িত্ী ২০১৮ এ: ১৬৩-১৬৬) মিশ্বোয়ন 
ও আিহোওয়ো েম�িত্রন� সমস্ো মনরয় ১৯৯০ এ� 
দশক যেরক ইমতহোসমিদ�ো ভোিনো মৈন্ো ক�রলও 
(যেমন মক্রটেো�ো� যিইমল ‘Global history’, 
সঞ্জয় সুব্রোমোমনয়োম ‘Connected history’)
মোনুরষ� ইমতহোরস� সমস্ো মহরসরি দুমি এক নয়। 
মিশ্বোয়রন� সমস্ো মনরয় ইমতহোসমিদ�ো ভোিরলও 
মনুষ্জমনত কো�রণ আিহোওয়ো েম�িত্রন� যে 
ইমতহোস ৈৈ্ো তো� কী গুরুত্ব েোকরত েোর� তো 
মনরয় এখনও মিরশষ যকোরনো মৈন্োৈৈ্ো হয়মন। যেিুকু 
মৈন্োৈৈ্ো কর�রছন তো মূলত জীিমিজ্োনী, ভূতোম্বেক, 
আিহোওয়ো মিরশষজ্�ো; এ মিষরয় গুরুত্বেূণ্ 
আরলোৈক হরলন Edward Willson(১৯৯৬ ও 
২০০২)ও আর�ো অরনরক। দীরেশিোিু এই মৈন্ো 
ৈৈ্োরক শুধুমোত্ ধনতর্রে� সংকি, েুমঁজ� অসম 
িটেন, কনজু্মোম�জরম� মিেদ, মিশ্বোয়রন� েোিো 
মহসোরি নো যদরখ একিো ি়ি সময় একিো ি়ি 
ইমতহোরস� অঙ্ মহরসরি যদখরত যৈরয়রছন; েো� 
সরঙ্ েুতি হরত েোর� আধুমনকতো, উন্নয়ন, �োরষ্ট্র� 
উত্োন ও তো� সি্গ্োমসতো, দুরিো মিশ্বেুদ্ধ, গণত্রে, 
জনসংখ্ো� িৃমদ্ধ, সোধো�ণ মোনুরষ� জীিনধো�রণ� 
সংকি প্রভৃমত। এ� সরঙ্ সিরৈরয় গুরুত্বেূণ্ 
সংরেোজন হরি এই েৃমেিী, তো� মোমি, আকোশ, 
িোয়ু, জল, গোছেোলো, অসংখ্ জীি েো� মরধ্ 
আরছ ভোই�োস ও ি্োকরিম�য়ো। এরদ� সকরল� 
সরঙ্ সহোিথিোন ও সহমমম্তো� প্রশ্ন। শুধু মোনুষ 
নয়, সমগ্ জীিজগৎ। শুধু মোনুরষ� ইমতহোস নয়, 
জীিরন� ইমতহোস (history of life)। এখন 
ইমতহোসমিদরদ� কোরছ শুধু Recorded histo-
ry (এ� অে্-গত ১০ হোজো� িছর�� ইমতহোস, 
যেশোদো� ইমতহোসমিদ�ো যিমশ�ভোগ যক্রত্ গত 
েোঁৈ হোজো� িছর�� শুধু সভ্ মোনুরষ� ইমতহোরস� 
কেো িরলন।) নয়, দ�কো� Deep history 
(অে্োৎ েো য�করড্ড নয় যহোরমো স্োমেরয়ন্স হওয়ো 
যেরক শুরু কর� কৃমষ উদ্োিন েে্ন্ মোনুরষ� যে 
ইমতহোস)এ� ৈৈ্ো। তো� সরঙ্ েুতি হরি জীিজগৎ 
ও েৃমেিী� সমগ্ েম�মণ্ডল। তোই িত্মোরন এই 
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আিহোওয়ো ও জলিোয়ু েম�িত্রন� সমস্ো িুেরত 
হরল গত ৩০ িছর�� ইমতহোরস� মরধ্ ঘু�েোক 
নো যখরয় একিো ি়ি সমরয়� মরধ্ যেরত হরি। 
ঐমতহোমসকভোরি আধুমনকতো� সমস্ো গত ১৭ 
শতোব্দী যেরক ভোিো শুরু হয়। গত যদ়িরশো িছ� 
ধর� তো� সরঙ্ উন্নয়ন ও গণত্রে েুতি হরয় �োরষ্ট্র� 
মনম্োণ, েুঁমজিোরদ� মিমভন্ন েরি্� মনম্োণ েো� হরয় 
িত্মোন সময়। তোই আজরক� এই সমস্ো শুধু 
‘িতম্োন সি্স্বতো’ মদরয় িুেরল হরি নো। অে্োৎ 
মোনুষরক সিসময় একিো েম�িত্নশীল ইমতহোরস� 
মরধ্ য�রল ভোিো প্ররয়োজন। শুধু মোনুষ নয়, 
অনুজীি, ি্োকরিম�য়ো, ভোই�োস, মোইরক্োিরদ� 
কেোও প্রোমণজগরত� মহরসরি� মরধ্ মনরয় আসরত 
হরি। ভোিরত হরি িোরয়োমফিয়ো� এ� কেোও অে্োৎ 
মোমি� মনরৈ মতন মকরলোমমিো� ও মোমি� উের� 
১০ মকরলোমমিো� এ� যভত� প্রোণ েোরক। এ�ো 
ে�স্পর�� সম্পমক্ত। শুধু মোনুষরক মনরয় নয়, 
নো-মোনুষরক মনরয়ও ভোিরত হরি। শুধু মোনুরষ� 
অমধকোর�� কেো নয়, নো-মোনুরষ� অমধকোর�� 
কেোও ভোিরত হরি। সভ্তো� জয়েোত্ো, মোনুরষ� 
জয়েোত্ো, মিজ্োরন� জয়েোত্ো িলরত আম�ো 
িুরেমছলোম প্রকৃমতরক জয় ক�ো মদরয়। নদীরক 
িোঁধ মদরয় যসৈ, গোছ যকরি নগ�োয়ন মদরয়, রনৈো� 
ও কোলৈো�রক আলোদো কর� মদরয়। ১৮৭০ যেরক 
১৯১৪ েে্ন্ ইউর�োে যৈরয়মছল উন্নয়ন। দুরিো 
মিশ্বেুদ্ধ যসই আত্মমিশ্বোরস আঘোত হোরন �রল 
তো�ে� যেরক ৈলরছ ‘িত্মোন সিস্্বতো’। তো� সরঙ্ 
প্রিল জনমিরফিো�ণ, প্রেুমতি�ও মিরফিো�ণ। এ� 
যেরক তৃতীয় মিরশ্ব� ছমিিোও খুি একিো েৃেক 
নয়।

মোত্ ১৫ মদরন েখন প্রকৃমত� েম�িত্ন যদখো 
মদরচ্, সমুররে� ধোর� ডলম�ন ম�র� এরসরছ, গোরছ 
নতুন েোমখ যদখো মদরচ্, শহর�� �োস্তোয় ভোম ও 
মশয়োল যদখো মদরচ্, গঙ্ো ও েমুনো� জল স্বচ্ 
হরয় উিরছ, ২৪০ মকরলোমমিো� দূ� যেরক প্রোয় 
৫০ িছ� ে� েোহোর়ি� য�ঞ্জ যদখো মদরচ্ তখন 
আমোরদ� নতুন কর� ভোিরত হরি চিমক! মকন্তু 

প্রশ্নও আরছ খুি গুরুত্বেূণ্, এত মকছু ভোিরত 
মগরয় েৃমেিী� ৭০০ যকোমি মোনুরষ� মরধ্ ৭০% যে 
সোধো�ণ মোনুষ তো� ভোরলো েোকো� প্রশ্নিো মকভোরি 
এ� সরঙ্ েুতি হরি, মকরূে হরি তো� �োজনীমত 
যেখোরন প্রকৃমত-জীিজগৎ-সোধো�ণ মোনুষ সকরলই 
ভোরলো েোকরত েোর�। এখরনো েে্ন্ জোনো যনই 
তো� উত্ত�। দীরেশ িোিুও জোরনন নো। যে িোজোম� 
অে্নীমত� সম্প্রসো�রণ� �রল মিশ্বপ্রকৃমত� আজ 
নোমভশ্বোস উরিরছ, তো� মিকল্প কী, জোনো যনই 
কোরু�। সমোজত্রে তো� একিো উত্ত� যদওয়ো� 
যৈষ্টো কর�মছল। মকন্তু তো আেোতত ি্ে্ হরয়রছ। 
তোহরল মিকল্প কী? কী যসই মিকল্প �োজনীমত ? 
আসুন কর�োনো� এই ধোক্োয় তো খুঁজরত, িুেরত, 
ভোিরত সরৈষ্ট হই। মরন ের়ি েোয় মিষু্ণ যদ-� 
যসই কমিতো� লোইন -
‘হয়রতো িো ে্রেণোই সো� /যদরখ যেরত হরি আজ 
যিরক মশরখ/ সত্তো� অক্র� মলরখ মলরখ …’
(এই �ৈনোমি� যিশ মকছু তে্- ত্বে- ভোিনো 
সূরত্� জন্ শ্রী দীরেশ ৈক্িত্ী� মিমভন্ন �ৈনো� 
কোরছ আমম ঋণী। এজন্ তোঁরক মিরশষ কৃতজ্তো 
জোনোই। )
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Work from Home is nothing new, but during 
the Lockdown period, the concept gained a new 
recognition around the world. The Asiatic Society, 
Kolkata was no exception. The work did not stop 
particularly for the officers of Administration and 
Accounts Department of the Society during the 
Lockdown declared as a part of the preventive 
measure to contain the spread of Novel Corona 
virus. They continued their official work from 
home in the midst of the crisis with the best use 
of technology. Urgent communications were 
made through e-mails, notifications published 
in the website, teleconferences arranged. The 
General Secretary was in regular touch with them 

and he was updated by the Society’s officers on 
the progress of work. The significant part of their 
work from home were the financial transactions 
covering the entire process flow from approval 
for payments to credit of bank accounts of the 

beneficiaries. The entire preparation of salary 
bills for employees and payment of scholarship 
& remuneration to the research scholars & 
research assistants for the month of March 
were processed from home. Implementation 
of the Public Financial Management System 
(PFMS) by the Society in last November became 
a big saviour for remittance of payments during 
these difficult times as the officers could log-in 
in the PFMS portal from home and generate 
the payment advice. The Park Street Branch of 
State Bank of India where the Society maintains 
its bank accounts have actively co-operated in 
executing the banking transactions.  

Even for this Bulletin, which has been 
decided to be e-published, all contributions were 
submitted electronically and the entire editorial 
work was done from home, co-ordinated by the 
Publication Secretary of the Society. 

Work from Home –How The Asiatic Society 
Became Part of the Emerging Concept During the 
Lockdown
Dhiman Chakraborty, Controller of Finance, The Asiatic Society
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The office of the Asiatic Society had to be closed 
following the countrywide lockdown for 21 days to 
contain the spread of Novel Corona Virus (Covid-19). But 
the members of staff and Council of the Society didn’t 
want to miss each other for such an extended period 
of time. As the saying goes, the office is an extended 
family, a WhatsApp Group by the name “Asiatic Society 
Covid19” was created by Shri Banibrata Bhattacharya, 

System Engineer on 4th April 2020 through which 
the group members remained connected during the 
lockdown period. A lot of enthusiasm was seen among 
the members with their posts round the clock. The 
messages and posts focussed on raising the awareness 
for preventive measures and wishes for early end of the 
pandemic were noticeable.

Screenshots of the WhatsApp Group “Asiatic Society Covid19”

Staying Connected in the Times of Lockdown 
through Whatsapp Group “Asiatic Society 
Covid-19”
Dhiman Chakraborty, Controller of Finance, The Asiatic Society
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Thou Incarnate invisible

S. B. Chakrabarti, The Asiatic Society

Who else could brush-off
 the human pride
If not you; but for you
 Who could provide
  Our magnum self;
 To love the life, fight for its stake,
 Amidst indomitable helplessness,
  Flimsy-clumsy-idolatry.

Who else could posit us
 Before this truth of existence
 Unassumed but unfathomable.
You advanced at a silent moment
  Beyond all cognition;
Gathered strength of excellent weaponry,
 Sudden, brutal, though invisible;

O mysterious incarnate —
 Wait for the count down,
  With a robust push
 At your dead-end;
  Bye Bye CORONA, COVID-19

Isha Mahammad : The Asiatic Society: 
Untitled

Rekha Chakraborty : Rekha Chitram : Fear
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এিো� সময় হল।
িোর�ো গুনরত গুনরত আমম ৈরল েোি।
যতোম�ো নী�িতোেোেরন প্রস্তুত হও।

অনুিোদ ঃ সোগম�কো শূ�, 
মদ এমশয়োমিক যসোসোইমি

নী�িতোেোেন
েোিরলো যনরুদো

শোন্ হও।
এক, দুই, মতন...
যগোরনো। িোর�ো অমব্দ যগোরনো।
শোন্ হও।

একিো�, অন্তঃ একিো�,
সমস্ত ভোষো েোলন করুক স্তব্ধতো;
মনশ্চল হই, অন্তঃ এক মুহূরত্� জন্,
আমোরদ� িোহু ৈোচেল্ হো�োক।

অনন্ এ মুহূত্!
যকোলোহল যনই, যনই েোম্রেক ি্স্ততো;
আশ্চে্ এক অস্বোভোমিকতোয়
একতো মিমনময় কর� ৈরলমছ আম�ো।

মহমশীতল ওই নীরল মতমম�ো এখন মন�োেদ -
লিণ সংগ্রহ ি্স্ত যলোকমি ম�র� যগরছ
ক্ত শুশ্রূষো� অিস�েোেরন।

সরতজ মৃতু্� গন্ধ য�ম� ক�ো েুদ্ধিোজ,
জয় উদেোেরন� জন্ েোরদ� 
যকোরনো সঙ্ী মছল নো যকোরনোমদন,
গ্োস মকংিো আগুরন� েুদ্ধ য�রল য�রখ,
ওই যদরখো, তো�োও আজ, স্োন যসর�
ভোইরদ� হোত ধর� যহঁরি ৈরল েোরচ্ ছোয়োয়।

অেৈ, আমম অখণ্ড কম্হীনতো ৈোইমন।
জীিন জীিরনই ি্োেৃত;
শুধু শিিোহী যকোরনো ট্োক 
যদখরত ৈোই নো আ�।

একিো�, অন্তঃ একিো� েমদ
শুধু সংথিোরন� মৈন্োচ্ন্ন নো হই,
একিো�, অন্তঃ একিো� েমদ
মনশু্চে হরয় েোমক -
স্তব্ধ, অৈচেল, অমনরমষ -
হয়রতো মিশোল এক চনঃশব্দ 
আঘোত ক�রি এ ে্রেণোয়
মনয়ত আত্মহত্ো� মদরক যিরল যদওয়ো
আমোরদ� উরেক্ো� ে্রেণোয়।
হয়রতো েৃমেিী এখনও যশখোরত সক্ম
মৃতু্স্োত স্তব্ধতো� যশরষ
সঞ্জীিরন� যকৌশল।

Sagarika Sur: The Asiatic Society: Spring Offensive
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Quarantine

Pinky Isha, Rabindra Bharati University

This disease of my flesh
lethal and infectious
I bestow on your soul
porous; it seeps
Bedrock of granite
Yet it invades
You
Embracing my fatal death
Freedom... an elixir of 
 my touch,
Reigning whole cities
Empty till the last soul–
Has set. YOU ME & THE DARK

Arun Chakraborty : Rekha Chitram : Helpless

!lèþÅëû
†,þ£k ™îû, মিমশষ্ট কমি ও সোংিোমদক
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Urvi Mukhopadhyay, West Bengal State University : Returning to Neverland
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Anuradha Bysack, The Asiatic Society: We Will Walk Hand in Hand Someday

Rupa Mukherjee, The Asiatic Society: Untitled 
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Fiona Mukherjee, Researcher & Freelance Artist: Against COVID19



A desolate look of the premises of the Asiatic Society, 
Kolkata at 1, Park Street, Kolkata on 4th April 2020 at 
the times of lockdown declared by the Government as 
a preventive measure to contain the spread of Novel 
Corona Virus (Covid-19). 

Photo Courtesy: Arpan Ghosh, Security Officer, The Asiatic Society

The Desolate Look – 
A photo feature
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